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Abstract

This paper presents two types of implemented neural methods for free-text database search. In the first method, a specific interest (or "query") is taught to a Kohonen feature map. By using this network as a neural filter on a dynamic free-text database, only associated subjects are selected from this database. The second method can be used in a more static environment. Statistical properties (n-gram or keyword distributions) from various texts are taught to a feature map. A comparison of a query with this feature map results in the selection of texts closely related to each other with respect to their contents.

All methods are compared with classical statistical information-retrieval algorithms. Various simulations show that the neural net indeed converges towards a proper representation of the query as well as the objects in the database. The first algorithm seems much better scalable (linear versus exponential complexity) than its statistical counterparts, resulting in higher speeds, less memory needs, and easier maintainability. The second one particularly shows an elegant and uniform generalization and association method, increasing the selection quality.

By combining research results from connectionist Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Information Retrieval (IR), a better understanding of neural nets in NLP, a clearer view of the relation between neural nets and statistical Pattern Recognition, and an increased Information Retrieval quality are obtained.
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Background

The Information Retrieval (IR) problem has many facets. The queries as well as the data base elements may be characterized by either static or dynamic features. Information filtering relates to static queries in a dynamic data-base environment. Here, one teaches a common interest to a filtering device, which selects interesting free-text with respect to the filter. Regular free-text search refers to a more static data base with dynamic queries. Due to the static character of the data base, elements can be preprocessed. In the retrieval phase, one compares the statistic analysis of a query with all the analyses of elements in the data base. Highly correlated analyses suggest a common subject [Croft et al., 1979].

The level of analysis in IR varies between statistical pattern recognition and a symbolic linguistic approach. Clearly, the retrieval quality depends heavily on the amount of context and conceptual knowledge that is available in the retrieval phase. However, linguistic approaches result in complicated and computationally complex systems that are not quite usable in practical implementations. On the other hand, statistical pattern recognition techniques are quite unable to handle conceptual relations and higher order grammatical inferences, which are important to get the retrieval quality above the level of global surface analyses.

Generally, IR systems use statistical matching methods on either characters or words. Context is mostly represented by Markov chains on characters or words. Normally, the analysis of meaning doesn’t go beyond the usage of synonyms [Rijsbergen, 1979], [Lancester, 1979], [Salton, 1968, 1971, 1980, 1986, 1989].

The free-text search problem (design and implementation of an efficient query system for a large unformatted text data base) can be approached with various techniques [Tenopir, 1984], [Barrett, 1989], [Tenopir et al., 1990]. An obvious search method is a keyword matching algorithm between a query and keyword records of separated parts in the data base (i.e., papers, or stories). The disadvantage of these algorithms is that one must either preprocess the text (attaching keywords to a data base object) or search all texts for a single query. The first problem can be solved by automatic indexing algorithms (which might be useful in a static environment, but are completely useless for the filtering problem) [Salton et al., 1968, 1973], [Sparck Jones, 1971], [Salton, 1972], [Willett, 1979].

[Stanfill et al., 1986,1989] propose an efficient method for the filter problem. Here, a massively-parallel free-text search method is implemented on the Connection Machine. This matching algorithm is probably the most thorough one possible, but it is quite expensive due to the need for parallel hardware [Pogue et al., 1987], [Salton et al., 1988], [Weyer, 1989], [Waltz, 1990], [Frieder et al., 1991], [Oddy et al., 1991].

Single keyword string-matching algorithms often result in an enormous amount of possible data base objects. By incorporating context in the queries and retrieval functions, irrelevant information can be eliminated from the retrieval set. Some derive context dependencies from boolean relations between keyword occurrences [Salton et al., 1983]. However, besides the increasing complexity in retrieval evaluation functions it is hard to express a query in such boolean relations. In short: single keywords often result in an over-kill in information, boolean keywords mostly cause an under-kill.

Another method to do text recognition is the n-gram search algorithm. This mechanism can be implemented on machines less powerful than the Connection Machine, but it still provides enough distinction between different objects in the data base. A query (one or more sentences) is reduced to a n-gram vector, representing the most frequent n character combinations in the query. This vector is compared to n-gram vectors of texts in the data base. By shifting a window over the text, relations between words are recorded without the need for a dictionary, prefix- and suffix stripping and boolean relations. The method has shown to be very successful in information retrieval problems. However, there are some major drawbacks.
First, there is the Markovian nature of the model. It cannot remember strings longer than the order of the Markov chain, even when a larger context is relevant to distinguishing two objects. One can extend the order of the chain, but every step results either in exponential memory usage or in the exponential increase of computation time. So, the n-gram method is not really scalable to higher order dependencies (e.g., 5-Gram word chains).

Second, the implementation of higher order n-grams requires skilled programming techniques. I.e., the statistical tables should be hashed, ordered, and normalized. Because of the trade-off between memory and speed, one optimizes differently for different orders of the problem. So no uniform method can be used.

Third, there is still no meaning involved in the comprehension method; only structural features of the text are taken in account.\(^2\)

As mentioned before, statistical IR methods have some shortcomings. The keyword based methods need a dictionary and suffix stripping algorithms. If one uses n-gram methods to eliminate the need for a dictionary, the complexity of the problem is exponential with respect to the window size. Furthermore, the window size limits the memory length. Moreover, the incorporation of meaning, other than synonyms, is hard to carry out with a statistical method. Finally, although statistical methods (computer procedures) provide a flexible method to implement local optimizations, all the normalizations, orderings, generalizations and associations must be programmed explicitly.

Especially this last reason combined with the need for longer memory (scalability) and possibilities to attach some (implicit) mechanism for meaning determination, resulted in the research described here. Research in neural nets showed good results in other pattern recognition tasks. Implicit parallelism, easy incorporation of knowledge from different sources, good generalization and easy association capabilities are the best known examples of advantages of neural nets. So why not use them for another classification task: Information Retrieval.

IR needs context. Recent research in connectionist Natural Language Processing (NLP) showed interesting results in self-learning systems [Elman, 1988], [Scholtes, 1991a-c]. The proposed models can learn Regular (Finite State) Grammars from unformatted sentences by using an (infinite length) Markov chain on words. In IR, this problem can be simplified to the use of finite length conditional probabilities over characters and words. Other research shows automatic categorizations of unknown words into appropriate clusters [Ritter et al., 1989b], [Elman, 1988], [Scholtes, 1991a-c]. Such automatic derivation of synonyms and related objects might be used to incorporate a simple notion of meaning in IR.

Although these methods are not capable to analyse complex linguistic structures, they do distinguish different contents better than global surface analyses, while they are still based on fast and automatically derivable learning and retrieval algorithms.

---

\(^2\) We are aware that there are many possibilities to optimize the statistical methods. Much has been written on the string matching problem, clustering algorithms for n-gram vectors, etc. All resulting in better solutions for the brute force methods as proposed here. On the other hand, we don't incorporate these methods in our comparison because neural nets can be optimized in the same way with the same results [Kelly, 1991], [Koikkalainen et al., 1990]. Therefore, only plain, non-optimized methods are compared.
On of the first efforts to use connectionist methods in information retrieval can be found in [Mozert, 1984]. This was indeed a very localist solution, which mainly uses the parallel and generalization characteristics of PDP systems. Continuing this line of research resulted in [Belaw, 1986], [Belaw, 1987], [Bein et al., 1988], which uses localist connectionist systems to build networks of concepts. More recent work incorporates neural and symbolic techniques in information retrieval: [Belaw et al., 1988], [Belaw, 1989], [Rose et al., 1989a-b], [Rose, 1990], [Rose et al., 1991], [Rose, 1991]. The possible application of standard information retrieval strategies in (localist) neural nets is shown in [Wilkinson et al., 1991]. A good overview article of various efforts in connectionist information retrieval can be found in [Doszkocs et al., 1990]. These references describe the most important early work in connectionist IR.

Recently, a whole series of new papers appeared, reporting the use of Back Propagation (BP), Simple Recurrent Nets (SRN), Hopfield Nets, and Kohonen Feature Maps (KFM) in information retrieval. [Gersho et al., 1990a-b] propose a multi-layer hybrid neural net system. A Kohonen Feature map is used to determine global data clusters, while various backpropagation networks are taught to classify specific elements into these common clusters. The system is tested on a real data base and results in 93% correct retrievals. The main advantage of the neural method above the statistical and structural ones was the very short development time of the system. [Lin, 1991] used a Kohonen feature map to cluster 140 Artificial Intelligence papers based on the use of 25 keywords in the paper titles. By using this method, related papers cluster in neighbouring regions on the feature map.


The research reported on in the current paper builds on what's good from the n-gram methods and has developed a Neural Filtering mechanism for (dynamic) free-text data bases. The statistical as well as the neural algorithms have been implemented and are compared to each other. Where the statistical method is fast for small dimensions of the problem, the neural (Kohonen) feature map shows considerable advantages for higher orders in as well speed, memory need, scalability, implementation ease, generalization and selection power. Implemented in or with parallel hardware, the neural method definitely outperforms the statistical.

If the data base is a more static one, objects can be clustered on (predetermined) keywords, abstracts or even on the entire text. By clustering such related objects, it is easier to discover correlated objects. One can determine the best group instead of the best paper (factor fewer comparisons). In neural nets research, such clusters are formed on so-called feature maps. If the neuron that correlates best to the query is found, the paper represented by this neuron and all papers in neighbouring regions are probably of the same category.3

On the one hand, connectionist NLP techniques can increase the retrieval quality. On the other hand, the IR problem can contribute to the understanding of neural nets as pattern classifiers by comparing neural information retrieval with (already well known) statistical information retrieval results.

---

3 Plain Kohonen feature maps have the disadvantage that one has to take into account the Euclidean distance as well as the cluster boundaries if a measure of correlation between two objects is determined. More advanced methods, which automatically develop a feature map that fits the underlying probability distribution better are under consideration [Fritzke, 1991a,b], [Martinetz et al., 1991].
Introduction

A statistical algorithm that also incorporates some context and that can be used to implement synonyms is the n-gram vector method. Formally, an n-gram is an nth order Markov chain over character strings. Less formally it can be described as an n-length sequence of characters occurring in a word. For example, the trigrams (n = 3) occurring in the word trigram are --t, -tr, tri, rig, igr, gra, ram, am-, m-- (the - indicates a space). An n-gram frequency vector can be viewed as a document fingerprint; documents can be identified by such vectors. Normally, 2-grams are not distinguishing enough, trigrams (3-grams) yield enough distinction and can be practically calculated, 4-grams do not add much difference in feature vectors, worth the computational power, 5-grams are almost impossible to calculate and resemble keyword vectors. N-gram vectors provide enough distinguishing power only then if common words and common endings are eliminated from the text learned to the neural map. Furthermore, by multiplying n-gram frequencies with weight values (high values for rare n-grams and low values for frequent n-grams), less frequent n-grams may be accentuated. Synonym tables can create the illusion of intelligent behaviour at a reasonable (computational) price. In short: n-gram vectors are very powerful, easily manipulable, self-learning and language independent 4 [Forney, 1973], [Hanson, 1974], [Neuhoff, 1975], [Shingal et al., 1979a-b], [Hull et al., 1982], [Shihari et al., 1983], [Shihari, 1985], [D’Amore et al., 1988], [Kimbrell, 1988].

The first neural efforts in information retrieval based on localist and backpropagating neural nets showed considerable advantages over regular IR techniques. However, the so-called cluster network types are more suited for the IR task (as indicated by [Honkela et al., 1991] and shown by [Gersho et al., 1990a,b]). These models can be used to derive clusters from unformatted input data by using an unsupervised learning algorithm. The Kohonen network is known to implement a vector quantization algorithm, well suited for clustering purposes.

The Kohonen formalism is a competitive learning algorithm [Kohonen, 1982a-c, 1984, 1988, 1990a-b]. A two-dimensional map is constructed in a rectangular or hexagonal structure from individual neurons. Each neuron has a number of input sensors with an input activation and an input weight. All neurons have the same number of input sensors. The learning rule acts in the following way. First, copy the activation values of an input element into all input activation sensors of all neurons. Next, determine the best match by finding the neuron with the minimum (e.g., Euclidean or Cosine) mathematical distance between input and weight values. Then, adapt the weights of the neurons within a certain region of this minimum, so they'll recognize the current input vector better in the future. After numerous cycles, a topological map is formed, holding related elements in neighbouring regions.

To cut the noise and to restrict the input space, some measurements ought be taken. First, all lower case characters should be transformed to upper case. Furthermore, all non-alphabetic characters must be eliminated (digits, point, comma's, etc.).

For reasons of efficiency, all irrelevant n-grams have to be eliminated so the rare ones are accentuated. Therefore, one has to remove non-relevant words within a language (e.g., the, a, an, all, every, who, which, etc.). This might sound awful for a psycholinguist, but one should remember that this solution treats information filtering as a pattern recognition problem. Next, eliminate all common word endings such as: -ing, -ant, -enc, etc. The remaining n-grams can be taught to the feature map in order of appearance according to the Kohonen formalism 5.

---

4 Although the quality of retrieval is increased by eliminating specific words and word-endings (which are in fact language dependent), this method is still categorized as being language independent because this is just a simple (very trivial) table of words. Normally, this list isn't longer than 250 words and about 20 endings (see also the next footnote).

5 If enough data for a specific field is available, the detection of frequent (or non-relevant) words can also be done automatically by a preprocessor. However, every language has its own non-relevant words, these hold for all different corpora. Therefore, the perfect filter set would contain the domain dependent as well as the domain-independent word set.
Models and Algorithms

This paragraph discusses the models and corresponding algorithms in detail. The models are based on the Kohonen learning rule and on extensions of this model.

Algorithm 1.1: The Kohonen Neural Filter Based on Characters

The n-gram analysis method can be interpreted as a window size $n$, shifting over the words. This can be implemented quite simply in the Kohonen input sensors by assigning several sensors to each element in the window and concatenating all the window sensors to one big input vector. By shifting this window over the learning text, only frequent n-grams form clusters on the feature map, the others are overruled.

After learning, texts corresponding best to the query in the feature map will fit best to the clusters in the map (i.e., will yield the lowest cumulative error). Thus, this type of feature map can be used as a filtering device in an environment with a static query and a dynamic information flow. The method can be extended by incorporating spaces, so it learns simple contextual and semantical relations between words.

Algorithm 1.1: Neural Filter with N-Grams

Step A: Teach Query to a Neural Net

0. Initialize and determine best learning parameters
1. Change all lower case characters to upper case
2. Eliminate all non-alphabetic characters
3. Eliminate non-relevant words
4. Eliminate non-relevant word endings
5. Determine n-grams
6. Teach trigrams to Kohonen feature map

Step B: Pass Free Text along Neural Filter

0. Determine text start-end (line, passage, paragraph, separator, etc.)
1. Change all lower case characters to upper case
2. Eliminate all non-alphabetic characters
3. Eliminate non-relevant words
4. Eliminate non-relevant word endings
5. Determine n-grams
6. Input n-grams to neural net and determine error
7. Select text if cumulative error < threshold
Algorithm 1.2: The Neural Filter Based on Words

In the second neural filtering algorithm, the system has access to a small dictionary of 500 to 1,000 words. Every word has a unique code of some sensor values. After elimination of non-relevant words (words that are not in the lookup table) and word-endings, a vector representing a Markov chain over words is calculated. This vector is taught to the system. After passing the learning text multiple times, the Kohonen feature map represents a representation of common word combinations in the learning text.

By processing the retrieval text similarly, the retrieval algorithm incorporates contextual relations. The measure of correlation between these vectors and the representation on the feature map, determines whether a text part can be selected or not. In this example all words are taught to the net. However, sometimes a word does not occur in the dictionary (because it is irrelevant for the selection process). The model ignores these words. As a result, it determines context from the relations between the remaining words.

Algorithm 1.2: Neural Filter with a Markov Chain on Words

Step A: Teach Query to a Neural Net

0. Initialize and determine best learning parameters
1. Change all lower case characters to upper case
2. Eliminate all non-alphabetic characters
3. Eliminate non-relevant words
4. Eliminate non-relevant word endings
5. Determine vector representing Markov chain on known words
6. Teach word n-grams to Kohonen feature map

Step B: Match Free Text with Neural Filter

0. Determine text start-end (line, passage, paragraph, separator, etc.)
1. Change all lower case characters to upper case
2. Eliminate all non-alphabetic characters
3. Eliminate non-relevant words
4. Eliminate non-relevant word endings
5. Determine vector representing Markov chain on known words
6. Input this vector to the neural net and determine error
7. Select text if cumulative error < threshold
Algorithm 1.3: The Neural Filter Based on (Preselected Large) N-Grams

Sometimes the vocabulary of a specific domain is not known exhaustively or it is very dynamic. In such a case the model first calculates the most frequent n-grams (for large $n = \text{average word length in a language}$). Then all non-relevant n-grams are eliminated from the learning text.

By shifting a window over the remaining n-grams, the neural map learns a representation of these n-gram combinations.

If the number of n-grams exceeds the addressing space, more n-grams might be eliminated from the learning text manually or on the basis of frequency.

Algorithm 1.3: Neural Filter with a Markov Chain on (Preselected Large) N-Grams

**Step A: Teach Query to a Neural Net**

0. Initialize and determine best learning parameters
1. Change all lower case characters to upper case
2. Eliminate all non-alphabetic characters
3. Eliminate non-relevant words
4. Eliminate non-relevant word endings
5. Determine n-grams
6. Select known n-grams
7. Determine vector representing the Markov chain of such known large n-grams
8. Teach Vectors to Kohonen feature map

**Step B: Match Free Text with Neural Filter**

0. Determine text start-end (line, passage, paragraph, separator, etc.)
1. Change all lower case characters to upper case
2. Eliminate all non-alphabetic characters
3. Eliminate non-relevant words
4. Eliminate non-relevant word endings
5. Determine n-grams
6. Select known n-grams
7. Determine vector representing the Markov chain of such known large n-grams
8. Input vectors to neural map and determine error.
9. Select text if cumulative error < threshold
Algorithm 2.1: The Neural Interest Map Based on Keyword Clustering

The algorithms just mentioned use the Kohonen feature maps in a way they were not meant to be. They only remember a group of n-grams or keywords which occur frequently within a certain context (globally these n-grams are not necessarily the most frequent ones!). The resulting topology of the feature map is ignored completely (See the sections Results and Discussion for a more thorough deliberation on this subject).

Another, more normal use of feature maps is clustering of keywords that represent interests. Assume a full-text data base and a limited vocabulary in a specific domain (about 1,000 words). Then, each object can be represented by a vector holding a dimension for the frequency of every keyword. By teaching the keyword vector for every data base object to the Kohonen feature map, a topological representation of various interests will occur. Such a map might be seen as a neural interest map, where related papers are clustered in adjacent neighbourhoods.

The main difference between this method and work done by [Lin, 1991] is that this model uses the entire text (or that of an abstract) to cluster the papers, where Lin only uses 25 keywords occurring in paper titles. The amount of keywords used here is much larger (= 500). Moreover, the keywords are determined automatically by deriving the 500 most frequent (non-trivial) words in all the papers.

The map formed might be seen as a semantic map of the data base objects. Since [Doyle, 1961] there has been research towards the automatic formation of such maps. The author expressed his desire to use the computer not only as a tool in searching, but as a method to discover semantical relations. The approach taken by Doyle is quite similar to the neural net formalism of Kohonen. [Ritter et al., 1989b], [Ritter et al., 1990] and [Ritter, 1991] show possible application of such self-organizing sematopical maps in the derivation of semantic relations between regular words.

Moreover, there is a lot of literature on the functional specifications of a user friendly interface for document relations [Crouch, 1986]. The specifications pointed out in this work strongly resemble the characteristics of the Kohonen feature maps.

Although the relation between the cognitive and semantic maps as meant in the literature and the Kohonen formalism is not that direct, the Kohonen feature maps do share some properties of cognitive maps. Kohonen maps express relations between objects in euclidean distances, and they are able to reduce complex relations in an n-dimensional feature space into a lower two (or three) dimensional space with conservation of spatial and topological relations.

More on research toward the cognitive map can be found in [Lakoff, 1988], [Regier, 1988], [Chrisley, 1990], and [Palakal et al., 1991]
Algorithm 2.1: Interest Map Selected Keywords

Step A: Teach Query to a Neural Net

For all data base objects do:

1. Change all lower case characters to upper case
2. Eliminate all non-alphabetic characters
3. Eliminate non-relevant words
4. Eliminate non-relevant word endings
5. Determine keyword vectors

For all n-gram vectors do:

6. Determine best learning parameters
7. Code n-gram vectors
8. Reduce Dimension
9. Teach n-gram vector to the Kohonen feature map

Step B: Match Free Text with Neural Filter

0. Determine text start-end (line, paragraph, passage, section, separator, etc.)
1. Change all lower case characters to upper case
2. Eliminate all non-alphabetic characters
3. Eliminate non-relevant words
4. Eliminate non-relevant word endings
5. Determine selected keywords
6. Input selected keyword vector to neural net and determine error and position activated.
7. Select related data base objects if the error < threshold
Algorithm 2.2: The Neural Interest Map Based on N-Gram Clustering

Algorithm 2.1 has the disadvantage of assuming a limited vocabulary that must be determined manually. The advantages of n-grams over keywords have been argued before. So, suppose we have calculated an n-gram vector holding the \( n \) most frequent n-grams for a certain (static) text stored in the data base. Then, a way of comparing a query to the database is by comparing the n-gram vector with all the n-gram vectors in the data base. If the data base holds many texts, this might be quite a job. Therefore, statistical methods use clustering algorithms and compare the n-gram vector to a cluster of data base elements. By learning the n-gram vectors of the data base to a Kohonen feature map, a topological (clustered) map of interest develops automatically, eliminating the need to program complicated clustering, generalization and association algorithms. To query the data base, a free-text query is processed like the learning text. The resulting vector is positioned on the map. By investigating the activity on the map, the area representing this vector can be found efficiently. All texts represented by neurons in the neighbouring region can then be considered of interest. A threshold function fine tunes the system.

However, these vectors have dimension \( 27^3 = 19,683 \) (in the case of a 3\textsuperscript{rd} order Markov chain over 27 characters), which is definitely too much for any practical solution. But, we can transform this vector to a much smaller base, without losing too much of its characteristics. The legitimacy of this dimension reduction is based on the heuristic that most elements in the trigram vector: \( y(t) \) are about zero. Suppose the new basis consists of vectors \( \zeta_i \). Then, a number of vectors \( \zeta_i \) is generated randomly, one for each dimension of \( y(t) \). The reduced vector \( y'(t) \), is determined by computing the sum of the products of the separate dimensions of \( y(t) \) with the corresponding components of in \( \zeta_i \).

\[
y'(t) = \sum_{i=1, N} (y_i(t) \cdot \zeta_i)
\]

where
\[
\begin{align*}
N &= \text{Dimension vector } y_i(t) \\
y_i(t) &= \text{Original vector with dimension } N \\
\zeta_i &= \text{Vector } i \text{ from a set of } N \text{ vectors of lower dimension } n \\
y'(t) &= \text{Transformed vector of lower dimension } n
\end{align*}
\]
By doing so, the number of fibres can be reduced enormously. So, even large maps learn complex representations within reasonable time limits. See [Ritter et al., 1989a] for a proof of the legitimacy of this operation.

After dimension reduction, a 500 up to 1000 dimensional vector remains, which represents all possible keyword relations without any dictionary and prefix- or suffix stripping. Although this method still uses complicated algorithms to determine the initial n-gram vectors and to reduce them in dimension, the neural net smoothly solves the entire generalization and association process.

```
Algorithm 2.2: Interest Map Trigrams

Step A: Teach n-gram vectors to a Neural Map

For all data base objects do:
1. Change all lower case characters to upper case
2. Eliminate all non-alphabetic characters
3. Eliminate non-relevant words
4. Eliminate non-relevant word endings
5. Determine n-gram tables, select the n most frequent elements

For all n-gram vectors do:
6. Determine best learning parameters
7. Code n-gram vectors
8. Reduce dimension
9. Teach n-gram vector to the Kohonen feature map

Step B: Match Query with Neural Map

1. Change all lower case characters to upper case
2. Eliminate all non-alphabetic characters
3. Eliminate non-relevant words
4. Eliminate non-relevant word endings
5. Determine n-gram vector, select the n most frequent elements
6. Reduce dimension
7. Input n-gram vector to neural net and determine error and position activated.
8. Select related data base objects if the error < threshold
```
**Algorithm 2.3: The Neural Interest Map Based on (Preselected Large) N-Gram Clustering**

Now, what if the keywords are too limited (due to a dynamic and unknown vocabulary) and the trigram vectors end up having far less zero elements than we expected.

Then, we can derive the most frequent (large) n-grams and teach the Kohonen feature map a vector representing a specific n-gram in every dimension. After training, the feature map represents an interest map of the full-text data base. Objects related to each other in n-gram usage are within nearby clusters.

---

**Algorithm 2.3: Interest Map Selected Large N-Grams**

**Step A: Teach n-gram vectors to a Neural Map**

For all data base objects do:

1. *Change all lower case characters to upper case*
2. *Eliminate all non-alphabetic characters*
3. *Eliminate non-relevant words*
4. *Eliminate non-relevant word endings*
5. *Determine n-gram tables, select the n most frequent elements*

For all n-gram vectors do:

6a.. *Find best learning parameters*
6b. *Code n-gram vectors*
7.. *Teach n-gram vector to the same Kohonen feature map*

**Step B: Match Query with Neural Map**

1. *Change all lower case characters to upper case*
2. *Eliminate all non-alphabetic characters*
3. *Eliminate non-relevant words*
4. *Eliminate non-relevant word endings*
5. *Determine n-gram vector, select the n most frequent elements*
6. *Input n-gram vector to neural net and determine error and position activated.*
7. *Select related data base objects if the error < threshold*
Learning and Retrieval Rules

The learning rule used in the previous model is the Kohonen rule. It doesn't matter whether one uses characters, words or large n-grams as input elements, a coding procedure prepares all symbolic data for input to the feature map by translating them to vectors. This coding process is performed with the aid of a lookup table. All elements of the learning set are assigned randomly to specific codes in this lookup table. The codes itself are spread homogeneously through the feature space, to speed up the learning process. Convergence parameters as proposed by [Ritter et al., 1989a] fine tune the Kohonen rule.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kohonen Learning Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0. N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x(t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w(t)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Determine neuron s. This neuron has the net's best match between the input values and its weight values:

\[ \forall r \ | |w_s(t) - x(t)|| \leq | |w_r(t) - x(t)|| \] for r element of M

2. Update all weights in the map according to the Kohonen learning rule:

\[ w_{r}(t+1) = w_{r}(t) + \epsilon(t) \cdot \Phi_{rs} \cdot (x(t) - w_{r}(t)) \]

where:

| \( \Phi_{rs} \) | \( e^{-\left(\| r - s \| / 2\sigma(t)^2\right)} \) |
| \( \epsilon(t) \) | \( \epsilon_{max} \cdot (\epsilon_{min}/\epsilon_{max})^{t/t_{max}} \) |
| \( \sigma(t) \) | \( \sigma_{max} \cdot (\sigma_{min}/\sigma_{max})^{t/t_{max}} \) |
| \( \epsilon_{max} \) | \( [0,1] \) Start Learning Rate |
| \( \epsilon_{min} \) | \( [0,1] \) Final Learning Rate |
| \( \sigma_{max} \) | \( \sqrt(N) / 2 \) Start Region Size |
| \( \sigma_{min} \) | \( [0,1] \) Final Region Size |
| \( \| r - s \| \) | Physical distance on map from neuron r to s |
Once the feature map training is completed, we must match the test data with the representation formed on the neural map. In the case of the neural filter, one counts the cumulative (normalized) error or the cumulative (normalized) number of perfect hits (or whatever variant of these two functions, see box for details).

In general, one can separate two types of selection rules: positive and negative ones. The negative approach mainly filters the noise. A more positive approach is used to select possible candidates for selection. Negative selections are mostly normalized, while positive ones are not. If one paragraph in a paper is related to a specific interest, the positive filter selects it directly, where the negative one ignores the one paragraph due to normalization of the retrieval value (one paragraph fires high, all the others low, so the average firing level is still low). Positive selection mostly results in too many candidates where negative selection results in too few candidates. A proper combination of both approaches results in the best retrieval results.

Possible positive search methods are plain keyword matches and the (non-normalized) number of perfect hits on the neural map (in the case of n-gram on characters as well as n-gram on words). A negative filter is the added and normalized error of all text elements with respect to a statistical table or a neural map.

---

**Selection Rule 1 for Neural Filter (Negative)**

1. Select if: \( (\Sigma \text{all n-grams in text part } ||w_s(t) - x(t)||/\text{number n-grams in text part }) < \tau \)

   where:

   \( s \) has the property:
   \[ \forall r \| w_s(t) - x(t) \| \leq \| w_r(t) - x(t) \| \quad \text{for element of } M \]

   \( \tau \in [0,1] \)
   Threshold Value

   \( x(t) = \) vector holding one n-gram
   (direct coding through look up tables)

---

**Selection Rule 2 for Neural Filter (Positive)**

2. Select if: (Count(all n-grams in text part for which \( ||w_s(t) - x(t)|| < \tau \)/number n-grams in text part) > \( \phi \))

   where:

   \( s \) has the property:
   \[ \forall r \| w_s(t) - x(t) \| \leq \| w_r(t) - x(t) \| \quad \text{for element of } M \]

   \( \tau \in [0,1] \)
   Threshold value before counting (very small)

   \( \phi \in [0,1] \)
   Threshold value before selection

   \( x(t) = \) vector holding one n-gram
   (direct coding through look up tables)

3. *One might combine the rules 1 and 2 in an even more powerful mechanism.*
With the interest map, one determines the neuron representing the interest vector best and returns the paper represented by this neuron and all the other papers within the same cluster (determined by euclidean distance or by knowledge of the cluster boundaries on the feature map).

### Selection Rule for Keyword Neural Interest Map

1. Select all objects represented by neighbouring neurons of neuron s

   $s$ has the property: $\forall r \|w_s(t) - x(t)\| \leq \|w_r(t) - x(t)\|$ and $\|w_r(t) - x(t)\| < \tau$

   for $r$ element of $M$

   **where:**

   $\tau \in [0,1]$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Threshold Value}

   $x(t)$ = vector holding keyword frequencies. One dimension for every keyword known by the system.

### Selection Rule for N-Gram Neural Interest Map

2. Select all objects represented by neighbouring neurons of neuron s

   $s$ has the property: $\forall r \|w_s(t) - x(t)\| \leq \|w_r(t) - x(t)\|$ and $\|w_r(t) - x(t)\| < \tau$

   for $r$ element of $M$

   **where:**

   $\tau \in [0,1]$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Threshold Value}

   $x(t)$ = vector holding transformed (by dimension reduction) representation of n-gram frequencies. One dimension for every possible n-gram.

### Selection Rule for Selected (Large) N-Gram Neural Interest Map

3. Select all objects represented by neighbouring neurons of neuron s

   $s$ : $\forall r \|w_s(t) - x(t)\| \leq \|w_r(t) - x(t)\|$ and $\|w_r(t) - x(t)\| < \tau$

   for $r$ element of $M$

   **where:**

   $\tau \in [0,1]$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Threshold Value}

   $r$ = All elements of Map M

   $x(t)$ = vector holding frequencies of (preselected) n-gram occurrences. One dimension for every possible n-gram.
Simulations and Results Neural Filter

The simulations are implemented on a high end PC (33 Mhz 386) and on a Sun Sparc Station IPC (the Neural Filter runs on the PC as well as on the Sun IPC. The Neural Interest Map runs only on the Sun IPC due to its huge memory requirements). The programs are written in C. The PC was connected to a CD-Rom player holding several free-text data bases such as: The Complete Works of Shakespeare, The Complete Sherlock Holmes, Microsoft Small Business Consultant and The Complete Translated 1987 Pravda articles. The algorithm was tested on selections of these CD-Roms. The most intriguing one was the Pravda data base, which shall be used in the examples of this paper.

The simulation parameters are determined automatically according to the best parameter heuristics in [Ritter et al., 1989b] and [Scholtes, 1991c]. Before training, the learning text was analysed to provide the optimal values for the internal coding, the learning rate, the region size, and the approximate number of necessary training cycles to reach the self-organizing state.

In the case of algorithm 1: the Neural Filter, the learning set holds a small selection on the 1987 nuclear weapon restriction talks between the USA and the USSR. Keywords as Reyjkavik, ABM, Peace, etc. are more than once used. The test set was the entire Pravda CD-Rom (200 Mbyte), being passed along the neural filter.

Our era, a fast-paced era of nuclear weapons, an era of growing economic and political interdependence, precludes the possibility of security for one nation at the expense of others. I repeat: we can only survive or perish together. Security today can only be viewed as mutual, or to be more precise, universal. So whether we like each other or not, we need to learn how to coexist and live in peace on this small and very fragile planet. Question: Do you support the continuation in 1987 of the Geneva talks between Soviet and American representatives for the purpose of achieving progress on the issue of limiting and reducing arms? Answer: Yes, we do. We support talks that would overcome the state of fruitlessness and inertsness and acquire true dynamism, in a word, talks that would become genuine talks on reducing nuclear arms and preventing an arms race in space. We tried to achieve that in Reyjkavik and will try to achieve it even more energetically in 1987. I am sure that such a radical turnaround in the talks would respond to the vital interests of the American people as well. At the same time, the position of the US administration on this issue is a cause of great disappointment for us. After Reyjkavik the American delegation in Geneva has become even less cooperative. Despite the fact that the USSR has not been conducting nuclear detonations for 18 months, the USA has continued tests and refused to discuss a total ban on them, though it committed itself to conduct negotiations on that issue in the two treaties of 1963 and 1974. In November that was aggravated by the provocative action the White House took when it broke the important strategic arms limitation agreement (SALT II). It does not help to conduct successful negotiations on new agreements when the old ones are being deliberately and blatantly broken. This is a serious problem that deserves very close attention. I will state once again that we support agreements on the most radical reductions of arms, both nuclear and conventional. Now it is up to Washington.

Learning Set (or 'Query')

Before learning, the text was filtered to avoid wasting computation time (or neural memory) to non relevant features. First all non-alphabetic characters (digits, read markers, etc.) were eliminated. Next all lower case characters were transformed to upper case. About 250 common English words were eliminated from the text. To obtain an even stronger distinguishing behaviour, all common endings (resulting in trigrams such as -ary, -able, and -ent) were eliminated too. A number of such common words and word endings can be found in the tables below.
A First Statistical Analysis of the Learning Set

A first analysis made was the determination of the 27 most frequent trigrams in the query by brute force counting. The three small tables below hold the values found. The first entity represents the trigram, the second the absolute frequency and the third the probability of occurrence, determined on basis of this text. One can right away spot the trigrams from words as Weapons and Nuclear. This small table is used for some global comparison between the statistical and neural methods. Of course, the text processed in this simulation was preprocessed according to the method presented in the boxes of algorithms.

**Most Frequent Trigrams in Learning Text (Format: Trigram Frequency Probability)**

**Results for the Neural Filter Algorithm Based on N-Grams**

The next simulation filtered the query and taught the trigrams (3-gram) up to 4 times to a 15 by 15 Kohonen feature map. Because the text contains many more trigrams than the 225 neurons can hold, only the most dominant (according to frequency and distance in internal coding) ones will be stored and each trigram is only held by one neuron.

The presented trigram map was obtained by determining the code for each neuron after the learning process had converged to a stable state. The meaning of the neuronal fibres can be looked up rapidly in the internal coding tables. The trigrams showed below are the best ones. It could well be that a specific neuron represents other trigrams as well within certain limits. By...
comparing the most frequent trigrams obtained with the statistical method, one can observe that
the trigrams represented by the neurons in the map are indeed within the most frequent.
The presented trigram map evolves by determining the code for each neuron after the learning
process converged to a stable state. The trigrams for NUCLEAR are underlined as an example.
In this one and all the following maps, XXX means no proper symbol could be found.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ERN</th>
<th>MOM</th>
<th>LLY</th>
<th>PLA</th>
<th>HUM</th>
<th>ANI</th>
<th>UGG</th>
<th>TRY</th>
<th>LIN</th>
<th>TRA</th>
<th>STA</th>
<th>MPS</th>
<th>GTO</th>
<th>ENO</th>
<th>PRO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOU</td>
<td>IMA</td>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>URT</td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>IMP</td>
<td>UPP</td>
<td>YME</td>
<td>LIA</td>
<td>LUD</td>
<td>KJA</td>
<td>TUA</td>
<td>YTH</td>
<td>ION</td>
<td>GIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUM</td>
<td>ANT</td>
<td>ITS</td>
<td>RAT</td>
<td>LIZ</td>
<td>SEE</td>
<td>TOU</td>
<td>ODS</td>
<td>MBE</td>
<td>EME</td>
<td>UTO</td>
<td>SFF</td>
<td>STR</td>
<td>DOP</td>
<td>POL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STS</td>
<td>MEN</td>
<td>ENT</td>
<td>EAB</td>
<td>REA</td>
<td>ICY</td>
<td>THE</td>
<td>ORY</td>
<td>DUC</td>
<td>ATE</td>
<td>AYR</td>
<td>APO</td>
<td>SUP</td>
<td>SOV</td>
<td>SEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>END</td>
<td>DIS</td>
<td>PHE</td>
<td>OSS</td>
<td>TAS</td>
<td>OAC</td>
<td>XIB</td>
<td>EEA</td>
<td>HAC</td>
<td>OLI</td>
<td>ARM</td>
<td>WID</td>
<td>ARY</td>
<td>ILI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRE</td>
<td>OMT</td>
<td>UMS</td>
<td>LIT</td>
<td>UCT</td>
<td>UCL</td>
<td>REQ</td>
<td>TLY</td>
<td>BOD</td>
<td>ICA</td>
<td>QUI</td>
<td>NOB</td>
<td>ORI</td>
<td>GIL</td>
<td>FIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>EQU</td>
<td>BIL</td>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>EEP</td>
<td>UNC</td>
<td>OVO</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>CLE</td>
<td>ISC</td>
<td>DET</td>
<td>OGR</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>RIT</td>
<td>ECI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASG</td>
<td>ALT</td>
<td>HIE</td>
<td>VOC</td>
<td>MPL</td>
<td>LAB</td>
<td>MAT</td>
<td>GLI</td>
<td>CLG</td>
<td>INT</td>
<td>RCH</td>
<td>RSE</td>
<td>OPO</td>
<td>RIZ</td>
<td>RAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EST</td>
<td>OSP</td>
<td>UNR</td>
<td>PAC</td>
<td>IRE</td>
<td>OMP</td>
<td>TIP</td>
<td>OUS</td>
<td>NSI</td>
<td>ITI</td>
<td>OYM</td>
<td>INI</td>
<td>INC</td>
<td>IZO</td>
<td>UMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RST</td>
<td>SUS</td>
<td>SHI</td>
<td>PEA</td>
<td>YST</td>
<td>NTE</td>
<td>OUR</td>
<td>NTA</td>
<td>BOR</td>
<td>NTO</td>
<td>ITY</td>
<td>CHI</td>
<td>EGI</td>
<td>OOD</td>
<td>OBO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIT</td>
<td>USY</td>
<td>SET</td>
<td>ESM</td>
<td>PSE</td>
<td>ANG</td>
<td>ISA</td>
<td>EYK</td>
<td>AVI</td>
<td>NCL</td>
<td>CLU</td>
<td>BEC</td>
<td>HOB</td>
<td>HEB</td>
<td>DAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIC</td>
<td>SPH</td>
<td>TUR</td>
<td>TIO</td>
<td>JAV</td>
<td>OPH</td>
<td>OVI</td>
<td>APP</td>
<td>ATO</td>
<td>SUC</td>
<td>RUG</td>
<td>NUC</td>
<td>VIK</td>
<td>DEE</td>
<td>ORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMO</td>
<td>TES</td>
<td>TSE</td>
<td>GER</td>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>MAI</td>
<td>MAL</td>
<td>ART</td>
<td>ANC</td>
<td>ILL</td>
<td>ZON</td>
<td>YKJ</td>
<td>XXX</td>
<td>XXX</td>
<td>AGR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROP</td>
<td>FIC</td>
<td>SPL</td>
<td>VOR</td>
<td>EAR</td>
<td>MAN</td>
<td>REY</td>
<td>TON</td>
<td>LAT</td>
<td>ABO</td>
<td>DUR</td>
<td>NDT</td>
<td>IDE</td>
<td>OME</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG</td>
<td>UIR</td>
<td>TEL</td>
<td>UCI</td>
<td>GGR</td>
<td>ARM</td>
<td>AGA</td>
<td>BAC</td>
<td>TAN</td>
<td>ACE</td>
<td>ALI</td>
<td>MUT</td>
<td>GGL</td>
<td>GOT</td>
<td>BLY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trigram Feature Map of Query in Neural Filter**

There are some aspects that are still not completely clear in this phase of the research. If we
compare the most frequent trigrams (according to the statistics) with the trigrams in the feature
map, then some of them are not there: *ain, eat, eri, per, pos, tre*. On the other hand, some
trigrams occur that cannot be found in the learning text at all, such as: *ggl, xib*. This is
probably due to the neighbourhood effects, which do indeed absorb less frequent trigrams, but
they also disturb the internal coding of existing trigrams and cause the occurrence of non-
existing trigrams.

These two phenomena are more clear in the following examples. Suppose we teach a single
occurrence of the trigrams *aaa, aab, ..., aaz* and 10 trigrams *zzz*, and the Kohonen map
consists of 1 neuron. Then, only *aaz* will be represented and not *zzz*. Although *zzz* is the most
frequent one. But, the *aaz* combination occurs more frequently, so this effect can be defended
as being positive (it does not remember the most frequent trigrams, but the most related). The
other effect is more serious. Say we train many *aaa’s* and *aaz’s*, then the model probably ends
up in *aab* if it is constructed of one neuron, although *aab* never occurred! This effect explains
the occurrence of non-existing trigrams in the feature map. However, the effect occurs only if
the recognition threshold is too large. By sharpening the threshold, this effect might appear in
theory, but practical emergence will be limited to rare cases. In fact, the trigrams *ggl* and *xib* in
the above feature map had pretty large errors (>5%) 6.

Normally, it isn't worth the trouble to derive 4-, 5-, 6-, and 7-grams. The argument that
trigrams give more than enough separation is used more than once. This argument holds if an
increase of the window size corresponds to an exponential increase in space or time to derive
such dependencies. However, here we have a linear increase of complexity as the window size
grows (as shall be shown further on). This result makes it real easy and worth the trouble to
derive such higher order n-grams and determine their influence on the retrieval process.

---

6 I owe the discovery of these effects and the examples to Brain Bartell.
An advantage of neural nets over statistics follows undoubtedly from the following simulation. By increasing the window size from 3 to 4, the neural net learns 4-grams within almost the same amount of memory and at the same speed as the trigram implementation. However, the statistical method needs either a factor 27 more memory, or decreases dramatically in speed. One can recognize frequent words from the learning text even better than in the trigram map.

4-Gram Feature Map of Query in Neural Filter

The same holds for the 5-gram simulation: speed and memory requirements were about the same as for the trigram simulation. The possibility to represent almost 5-grams eliminates the need to develop a large dictionary of known words. 5-grams can be used in any language without a-priori knowledge.

5-Gram Feature Map of Query in Neural Filter
To convince the reader even more, the next two pictures hold n-gram feature maps for 6- and 7-grams. All calculated within the same amount of memory and at the same speed.

6-Gram Feature Map of Query in Neural Filter

7-Gram Feature Map of Query in Neural Filter

In all the above simulations, the best size for n seemed to be the average word length of the language (best means the most efficient trade off between computational efforts or retrieval or representation quality).
Results for the Neural Filter Algorithm Based on N-Grams with Spaces

The n-grams as shown above are all without the incorporation of spaces. In the next simulations the used were too, to gain a better insight in the relational contexts between words. Without spaces one actually only determines keyword parts. By incorporating the spaces, relations between words are taken into account as well. Without these relations, n-grams are nothing more than a keyword search method without a dictionary of predetermined keywords. The spaces are represented by _ . This is due to the fact that this is the next ASCII character after the Z, which facilitates programming.

3-Gram with Spaces Feature Map of Query in Neural Filter

As in the earlier simulations, the model size can be increased easily to 7-grams (or higher). Below a map for the 3-grams and the 8-grams with spaces are given.
8-Gram with Features Space Map of Query in Neural Filter

Results of Neural Filter Algorithm based on a Markov Chain over Keywords and N-Grams

Now, an nth order Markov chain over both words or large n-grams is presented. First, the learning text is preprocessed to determine the words or n-gram present. As long as the system is not out of memory, the model stores words or n-grams and assigns random codes to them.

Next, combinations of three words are taught to the neural net. Suppose a statistical method: then one needs either (number of words) memory elements or sophisticated count, order, normalization, generalization and association methods [Brown et al., 1990], [Jelinek, 1989 & 1991a-c]. Here, the same amount of memory is used at the same learning speed as in the character trigram method. The map shown below is a small part of a large 15 x 15 feature map.

Upper Left Part (3x8) of Tri-Words Feature Map of Query in Neural Filter

To derive this map, the learning text was preprocessed so all possible non-relevant words were determined. Two hundred eighty one words were found in the text on the Nuclear Weapons Restriction Talks. A list of these words is given on the next page.

7 The results for the markov chain over keywords were about the same as the ones over large n-grams. The only difference was in the need to define a dictionary in advance. Therefore these two algorithms are described in the same paragraph.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGREEMENTS</th>
<th>TOWARD</th>
<th>PARTIES</th>
<th>GRIGOROVICH</th>
<th>FLEXIBILITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ELIMIN</td>
<td>COLLECT</td>
<td>PROVOC</td>
<td>CONVENT</td>
<td>ERECT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOREOGRAPHER</td>
<td>UNIT</td>
<td>NOBODY</td>
<td>AREA</td>
<td>EXTRAORDINARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROW</td>
<td>AGAIN</td>
<td>MED</td>
<td>TRY</td>
<td>EXPENS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGREE</td>
<td>ATTENT</td>
<td>KUKHAR</td>
<td>TALK</td>
<td>ERA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOVIET</td>
<td>ANSWER</td>
<td>HERO</td>
<td>TODAY</td>
<td>DISCUSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REO</td>
<td>VIT</td>
<td>HARBOR</td>
<td>SDI</td>
<td>AGRICULTUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRATEGIC</td>
<td>UNDERMIN</td>
<td>DETERMIN</td>
<td>REACHING</td>
<td>ACQUIRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERI</td>
<td>RESPOND</td>
<td>COEXIST</td>
<td>PROSPERITY</td>
<td>WITHDRAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSIDER</td>
<td>COURSE</td>
<td>THOUGH</td>
<td>PERMITTED</td>
<td>WEAPON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>AGRAV</td>
<td>PRESIDIUM</td>
<td>POSIT</td>
<td>TEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGREEMENT</td>
<td>MOSCOW</td>
<td>PURSU</td>
<td>ORDER</td>
<td>REDUCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANYTHING</td>
<td>ENTIRELY</td>
<td>PRECLUD</td>
<td>NEGOTI</td>
<td>PROVINCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROKEN</td>
<td>UNRESTRICT</td>
<td>NIKOLAEOVICH</td>
<td>DEVELOPMENT</td>
<td>PROGRESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART</td>
<td>STRENGTHEN</td>
<td>INDICATORS</td>
<td>DELEG</td>
<td>PREC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STABILITY</td>
<td>REDUCING</td>
<td>FACT</td>
<td>BALL</td>
<td>LIMITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUTU</td>
<td>KREMLIN</td>
<td>DEPEND</td>
<td>ACHIEV</td>
<td>IVAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOV</td>
<td>JANUARY</td>
<td>COURT</td>
<td>ADD</td>
<td>INTERESTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>CONNECT</td>
<td>TITL</td>
<td>INERTNESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNAMISM</td>
<td>ITSELF</td>
<td>THREATEN</td>
<td>SOCIALIST</td>
<td>IOFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONDIT</td>
<td>CIRCUMSTANC</td>
<td>PROV</td>
<td>OBSVIOUS</td>
<td>FULFILL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPPORT</td>
<td>ANTIBALLISTIC</td>
<td>PERMANENT</td>
<td>MUTUALLY</td>
<td>EROD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONRAD</td>
<td>DELIBERATELY</td>
<td>POSS</td>
<td>BEHALF</td>
<td>EDIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRAGIL</td>
<td>SUPREME</td>
<td>PROBLEM</td>
<td>ARSEN</td>
<td>CONCLUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUR</td>
<td>PROGRAM</td>
<td>POSSIBILITY</td>
<td>ABM</td>
<td>WISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOREOGRAPHIC</td>
<td>LEARN</td>
<td>OUTSTAND</td>
<td>ADMINISTR</td>
<td>WOUL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SICKL</td>
<td>DECEMBER</td>
<td>NUCLEAR</td>
<td>DESERV</td>
<td>UPON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURV</td>
<td>WASHINGTON</td>
<td>LESS</td>
<td>BAS</td>
<td>USRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TREATY</td>
<td>DISC</td>
<td>IMPLEMENT</td>
<td>BAS</td>
<td>UNIVERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALT</td>
<td>REGRET</td>
<td>HEROISM</td>
<td>TOT</td>
<td>TURNAROUND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENTESHASHVILI</td>
<td>RESENT</td>
<td>GOVERNMENT</td>
<td>SECRETARY</td>
<td>PRODUCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGN</td>
<td>PIRPO</td>
<td>DISPLAYED</td>
<td>QUEST</td>
<td>PREVENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARM</td>
<td>IVANOVIICH</td>
<td>DISPLAY</td>
<td>IMPOSS</td>
<td>KINGSBURY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPAC</td>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>CHAIRMAN</td>
<td>DISAPPOINTMENT</td>
<td>INDEFINITELY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>CLOS</td>
<td>CHOIC</td>
<td>CAS</td>
<td>HAMMER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BECOM</td>
<td>BEGINN</td>
<td>COMPROM</td>
<td>BROKE</td>
<td>HIGHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRU</td>
<td>ACADEMIC</td>
<td>CONDUCT</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>GROMYKO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPLOIT</td>
<td>DECRE</td>
<td>BRONZ</td>
<td>THEATER</td>
<td>AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECURITY</td>
<td>CAUS</td>
<td>BREED</td>
<td>RAC</td>
<td>WANT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTEREST</td>
<td>REDUC</td>
<td>BENEFICI</td>
<td>PEAC</td>
<td>WHETHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLICY</td>
<td>PAC</td>
<td>BLATANTLY</td>
<td>OVERCOM</td>
<td>TARGET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIEW</td>
<td>MATTER</td>
<td>AWRD</td>
<td>LABOR</td>
<td>POLITIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DON</td>
<td>LIVESTOCK</td>
<td>RESEARCH</td>
<td>DENOUNC</td>
<td>NONDEPLOYMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPSET</td>
<td>LIMIT</td>
<td>PRESENT</td>
<td>BIRTHDAY</td>
<td>MAINTAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAK</td>
<td>COMMITT</td>
<td>HONEST</td>
<td>ARM</td>
<td>LABORATORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUR</td>
<td>SERVIC</td>
<td>DEVELOP</td>
<td>SAL</td>
<td>ILICH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUST</td>
<td>OUR</td>
<td>BOLSHOI</td>
<td>REFUS</td>
<td>ISSU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERDEPENDENCE</td>
<td>FINALLY</td>
<td>WITHIN</td>
<td>RADIC</td>
<td>INPUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBLY</td>
<td>FAVOR</td>
<td>REYKJAVIK</td>
<td>REPEAT</td>
<td>HOSTILITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEP</td>
<td>FRUITLESSNESS</td>
<td>JOURNALIST</td>
<td>PROPOS</td>
<td>GOLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEFENSES</td>
<td>DECID</td>
<td>GENEA</td>
<td>PERIOD</td>
<td>GENUIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REASON</td>
<td>DETON</td>
<td>PLANET</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
<td>DESPIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCLUD</td>
<td>CONTINU</td>
<td>NOVEMBER</td>
<td>MONTH</td>
<td>AWARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GORBACHOV</td>
<td>ARTICL</td>
<td>LEADERSHIP</td>
<td>LENIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTHPLAC</td>
<td>AMERICAN</td>
<td>FAST</td>
<td>INSTRUMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>WAR</td>
<td>PARTY</td>
<td>HONOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOPER</td>
<td>TRANSLATOR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Words Used in 3-Word Neural Filter.

Then, the text was processed again and trigrams on words were determined and fed into the feature map. After a number of passes, the map holds a proper representation of the learning text. The values stored in the neural weights are summarized on the next page. Elements are represented from the upper left corner of the map down to the under right one.
Neural Nets and Their Relevance in Information Retrieval

J.C. Scholtes

AGREEMENT—WITHIN-ANTIBALLISTIC
PRECLUD—POSSIBILITY—SECURITY
THREATEN—HIGHER—INTERESTS
AGRE—REDUCING—STRATEGIC
AMERICAN—GOVERNMENT—DEPEND
AGREEMENT—NONDEPLOYMENT—SPAC
PEAC—FRAGILE—PLANET
DEFENSE—SYSTEM—SUS
GENEVA—TALK—SOVIET
SOVIET—UN—SUPPORT
HOP—REDUC—NUCLEAR
ANYTHING—DON—EROD
UN—SUPPORT—MAINTAIN
TREATY—USA—CONSIDER
FACT—ARTICLE—TREASON
NUCLEAR—CONVENT—WASHINGTON
ITSELF—DOUBLY—IMPOSS
USA—CONSIDER—BENEFICI
DEPEND—CHOICE—INCLUD
PROVOC—ACT—BROKE
DEFENS—ISSU—AGREEMENT
PREC—UNIVERSE—WHETHER
WITHDRAW—ABM—TREATY
ADMINISTR—PURSU—COURSE
PURSU—COURSE—MAK
USA—WITHDRAW—ABM
NUCLEAR—ARM—AREA
SYSTEM—DUR—MUTUALLY
MAINTAIN—ABM—TREATY
ISSU—CAUS—DISAPPOINTMENT
MUTU—PREC—UNIVERSE
CHOICE—INCLUD—PEAC
WASHINGTON—QUEST—CAS
OVERCOM—ST—FRUITLESSNESS
INSTRUMENT—TREATY—ITSELF
PROGRAM—SOVIET—UN
AMERICAN—POSIT—ADMINISTR
COEXIST—PEAC—FRAGIL
ARM—NUCLEAR—CONVENT
SOVIET—INSTRUMENT—TREATY
SOVIET—AMERICAN—REPRESENT
PARTY—TREATY—ENTIRELY
MAINTAIN—INDEFINITELY—MATTER
INDEFINITELY—MATTER—FACT
WASHINGTON—COURT—OUR
PLANET—QUEST—SUPPORT
MUTU—FLEXIBILITY—POSS
SUPPORT—TALK—OVERCOM
ABM—TREATY—FAVOR
AGREEMENT—SALT—CONDUCT
AMERICAN—WISH—PEAC
PERIOD—ANSWER—CONDIT
BAS—DEFENSE—SYSTEM
STABILITY—FAVOR—MAINTAIN
STIPUL—REASON—DENOUNC
DON—EROD—UNDERMIN
NUCLEAR—WEAPON—ERA
ARM—PREVENT—ARM
ATTEND—ET—AGAIN
RAC—REDUC—ELIMIN—
WANT—UNRESTRICT—ARM
AGREEMENT—USA—DETERMIN
PROPOS—SOVIET—INSTRUMENT
TEST—REFUS—DISCUSS
EXTRAORDINARY—CIRCUMSTANC—THREATEN
GOVERNMENT—DEPEND—CHOICE
REDUCING—STRATEGIC—NUCLEAR
ACT—BROKE—STRATEGIC
REYKJAVIK—TRY—ACHIEV
COURT—OUR—FINALLY
ARM—LIMITIA—AGREEMENT
ARM—AREA—BALL
PROGRESS—ISSU—LIMIT
OTHER—REPEAT—SURV
REASON—DENOUNC—EXTRAORDINARY
HIGHER—INTERESTS—PARTY
ACHIEV—PROGRESS—ISSU
RESEARCH—ABM—AREA
ACHIEV—ENERGETICALLY—SUR
FINALLY—DECID—WANT
ACHIEV—PEAC—AGREEMENT
CAS—PARTIES—DISPLAY
POSS—REACHING—COMPROM
LIMIT—PERMITTED—LABORATORY
STRENGTHEN—PROV—AGREEMENT
AREA—BALL—WASHINGTON—
LIMIT—REDUC—ARM
USA—DETERMIN—LIMIT
UNDERMIN—ABM—TREATY
DOUBLY—IMPOSS—AGRE
ANTI BALLISTIC—DEFENS—ISSU
DEC—AMERICAN—GOVERNMENT
DENOUNC—EXTRAORDINARY—CIRCUMSTANC
PERMITTED—LABORATORY—RESEARCH
WISH—PEAC—PROSPERITY
TREATY—STIPUL—REASON
TURNAROUND—TALK—WOUL
PROSPERITY—AMERICAN—WISH
FAVOR—STRENGTHEN—PROV
DUR—MUTUALLY—AGRE
DESERV—CLOS—ATTENT—
FRUITLESSNESS—INERTNESS—ACQUIR
DISAPPOINTMENT—REYKJAVIK—AMERICAN
POLITIC—INTERDEPENDENCE—PRECLUD
SUR—RADIC—TURNAROUND
AREA—PROPUS—SOVIET
NOBODY—DEC—AMERICAN
PEAC—FAVS—PROS—OBVIOUS
SUPPORT—MAINTAIN—ABM
PARTIES—DISPLAY—MUTU
COMMITT—ITSELF—CONDUCT
LESS—COOPER—DESPI
ITSELF—CONDUCT—NEGOTI
QUEST—CAS—PARTIES
CONTINU—TEST—REFUS
EXPENS—OTHER—REPEAT
DETERMIN—LIMIT—PERMITTED
POLITIC—SOVIET—UN
REACHING—COMPROM—AGREEMENT
LABORATORY—RESEARCH—ABM
DEPR—HOF—REDUC
AR—REGRET—ADMINISTR
STRATEGIC—NUCLEAR—ARM
DECID—WANT—UNRESTRICT
GENEVA—RECOMM—LESS
MATTER—FACT—ARTICL
EROD—UNDERMIN—ABM—
ISSU—AGREEMENT—NONDEPLOYMENT
REDUCE—ELIMIN—ARM
CIRCUMSTANC—THREATEN—HIGHER
OUR—FINALLY—DECID
TREATY—ITSELF—DOUBLY
ELIMIN—ARM—NOBODY

3-Word Elements Represented by a 15x15 Map (Summarized for reasons of space)
An interesting question concerns the convergence of the map toward a proper representation of the text. Therefore, two methods have been used. First the values of the sensors are graphed in such a way, the self-organizing character becomes clear. Second, the evolution of the error as function of the learning cycles was monitored during the learning process.

Two sensor values, $\xi_1$ and $\xi_2$ can be drawn in an (x,y) graph, where x is represented by the value of $\xi_1$ and y by $\xi_2$. By interconnecting neighbouring neurons, self-organization is represented by a perfect rectangular figure if the distribution of the input values is comparable to the size and form of the feature map. If one works with artificial codes (not natural, but assigned from look up tables) and the number of used codes differs from the dimension of the map, regular, but different figures develop. The pictures below represent two sensors from the first trigram simulation and the last word simulation. In the trigram simulation (left), the codes used were (0.0, 0.5, 1.0). This map is well organized. In the word simulation (right) 10 different sensory values were used. But, only a certain part was used by the word coding procedure ($9^{10}$ codes were available, only $250^3$ were used). Therefore the graph is slightly smaller on one sight (not used codes). Here too, one can observe a regular structure (albeit less then in the trigram case), indicating some form of self-organization.

Sensor Value Graph Trigrams ($\xi_1$, $\xi_2$)
Please notice, these graphs represent only 2 sensors of 9. All other graphs looked similar.\(^8\)

By measuring the error during the learning process: \(\|w(t) - x(t)\|\), an insight in the convergence properties of the neural net can be obtained. First, one has to understand that this neural net is used as a selection- and ordering device. Due to a smaller size than needed, only the most frequent n-grams are remembered (or learned properly), all others are forgotten, or overruled. Therefore, the average error will remain high (due to non frequent n-grams). In the first graph the total error in time is plotted (see next page). The global character of the graph is decreasing. The high errors on the right are non-frequent trigrams that must be forgotten (these are errors of n-grams which are continuously being bounced out).

\(^8\) These graphs clearly indicate that the distribution of the n-gram and keyword clusters is completely different from the topology of the feature map. Therefore it is very difficult to interpret the topological map of language. Future research concentrates on other types of feature maps, which must be able to represent such distributions better. In this report we try to use a two-dimensional, rectangular, and homogeneous feature map for the representation of a (probably) non-dimensional, randomly connected, and clustered input: language.
The next graph plots the error if it is smaller than 0.05. By plotting these bars, one sees that the frequency of perfect hits increases in time: the density of bars is much higher at the right side of the graph than at the left. This indicates that the model is getting better at representing n-grams. The number of small errors increases as the learning continues.

![Graph showing matches < 0.05 during learning process]

The following graph represents the cumulative number of perfect hits (> threshold) in time. In the beginning, there are no hits at all. At a certain time, the number increases exponentially (self-organization starts). At the end, the number of hits stays constant (resulting in a linear increase of the cumulative value). These three graphs indicate that the net does indeed learn certain n-grams and it gets better at this task, the longer it learns, up to the moment the maximal capacity of the map is reached. From then on, only the most frequent ones will be learned.

![Cumulative number of perfect matches during learning process]
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Retrieval Results of the Neural Filter

Retrieval Results of the Neural Filter Based on N-Grams

The selection quality is a measure that cannot be given freely without being impartial. During the simulations, many reasonable decisions were made by the selection algorithm. Much depends on the threshold, but the selections were as least as good as the statistical ones. Still, the neural ones where much easier to implement, where the statistical ones required much programming. The generalizations made were very interesting, although, it must be admitted, this was not implemented in the statistical algorithm (due to the large amount of efforts that it would have taken).

On the next page, an overview of the results for the 4-, 5- and 6-grams is given. Per paper, a short description of the contents can be found. On the right hand, retrieval values are given. The smaller the values, the higher the correspondence.

The retrieval phase uses several different functions. The proposed function (average error per n-gram in the retrieval phase) separates related text parts clearly from non-related. Yet, the differences are quit small. That's what makes the Pravda interesting as a corpus. There is much noise from words like comrade, socialism, hero, etc., making the retrieval phase more difficult (these words were not eliminated, but should have been). By counting the average error per n-gram as well as the number of perfect hits, a better discrimination function is found. Generalizations caused by both the n-gram formalism and the Kohonen feature maps could be observed during the retrieval phase.

The retrieval values (see following page) can be plotted in a graph. The lines represent (from lower to upper part of graph) the retrieval values for 50 text parts of the Pravda of the 4-gram, 5-gram, 6-gram and 8-gram analyses. Low values indicate low errors and thus high correlation. The first article is the same as the learning text (because not all n-grams are taught to the neural map, a number of errors remains) It might be clear that the separation becomes better as the window size gets larger. This graph is based on the first selection rule: the normalized total error per text part. This is in fact a very negative approach.

![Retrieval Values (RV) Information Filter (4-, 5-, 6-, and 7-grams)](image)

9 Others say the Pravda is a very bad corpus for information retrieval research because the language used involves syntax without semantics: the articles mean nothing, its just propaganda. However, we prefer the other view stating that the Pravda has a lot of noise, making it boring to read and therefore a useful application of IR techniques.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Retrieval Values on Nuclear Query</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4-gram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0*</td>
<td>Weapons talk &amp; socialist medals</td>
<td>0.237318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>New years wish of M. Gorbachev</td>
<td>0.29728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A day in the life of a museum director</td>
<td>0.341379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Soviet literature</td>
<td>0.322802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A day in the life of ...</td>
<td>0.343971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A 2nd world war hero</td>
<td>0.313828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6*</td>
<td>Nuclear weapon talks</td>
<td>0.290589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7*</td>
<td>Peace demonstrations</td>
<td>0.338634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>New years wishes</td>
<td>0.310629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>World news</td>
<td>0.349794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>A fairy tale</td>
<td>0.338259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>On rabbits</td>
<td>0.345716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Poem on carnival</td>
<td>0.314312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Central committee new years wishes</td>
<td>0.321815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Labour news</td>
<td>0.332173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>On construction in USSR</td>
<td>0.333690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>On transportation affairs</td>
<td>0.334771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>(Communist) party life</td>
<td>0.325455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Space lift-off</td>
<td>0.340744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Poem on nature</td>
<td>0.314774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Story on a smoking teacher</td>
<td>0.273380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21*</td>
<td>USSR on foreign media</td>
<td>0.288171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22*</td>
<td>Nuclear weapons talk</td>
<td>0.313803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>On Afghanistan</td>
<td>0.336627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>On African countries</td>
<td>0.309720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Economy: USA and EEC</td>
<td>0.311645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Peoples Dreams</td>
<td>0.322035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27*</td>
<td>Satire on US Military</td>
<td>0.345008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Story on Italy</td>
<td>0.337170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Carnival</td>
<td>0.338137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Driving a car in USSR</td>
<td>0.302633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>The party's social policy</td>
<td>0.329482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Economy news</td>
<td>0.323436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Around the world news</td>
<td>0.312763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Work circumstances</td>
<td>0.307923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Automation in baking industry</td>
<td>0.344264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Nature</td>
<td>0.331045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>The good old past</td>
<td>0.341658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>0.341799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>0.337273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Life in France</td>
<td>0.328580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>A letter to Santa</td>
<td>0.312252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>0.316586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Industrial reports</td>
<td>0.293399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44*</td>
<td>Nuclear weapons talks</td>
<td>0.339407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Gasoline</td>
<td>0.324115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Product quality</td>
<td>0.331254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>On justice</td>
<td>0.327425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48*</td>
<td>On genetics</td>
<td>0.286680</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Retrieval Values for Negative Selection (50 first papers from Pravda. #1 is the Learning Set)

* Somehow related to the query (checked manually for correlation in subject).
If we use the second retrieval function (a more positive one), the results are even better (see next graph). By counting the number of (almost) perfect hits and comparing the normalized value with a threshold (perfect retrieval is 100% in graph), the 7-gram learn text has a 90% retrieval value. Even a small paragraph mentioning the subject resulting in an already high peak in the graph.

Not all papers of the Pravda have been scanned by hand. Even if this would have been done, it is really hard to express the amount of correlation in meaning. In many cases, it is quite easy to interpret the results in a different way. Therefore, some related as well as some unrelated articles were inserted randomly in the test set. The model found them all with the proper retrieval values. Besides the inserted articles, all other articles found related to the query were in fact on the nuclear weapons talks between the USA and the USSR and nor on conventional weapons, Chernobyl, other nuclear power plant, etc.

The determination of the most efficient retrieval function is a domain for study in itself. Obvious experiments can be done about combining a negative and positive learning rule. More mathematically based correlation functions can be incorporated, etc. This is a main topic of future research. Pointers can be found in the literature on statistical pattern recognition [Sammon, 1969], [Duda et al., 1973], [Small et al., 1974], [Fu, 1977], [Croft, 1977, 1980, 1981], [Bokhari, 1981], [Devijver et al., 1982], [Voorhees, 1985], [Siedlecki, 1988].

---

10 This is quite high because the original learning text contains more words than the neural map can store. Therefore not all n-grams are remembered. Exactly these n-grams are responsible for the retrieval error. If we take a negative approach (the first retrieval function), this percentage will be much larger than in the case of a positive one. This is why the second retrieval function works better.

11 A standard IR evaluation techniques compares the documents selected by hand with the documents selected by the computer. Here such experiments are not carried out due to the large amounts of time they consume, but future research does not exclude this method of evaluation. Moreover, a standard benchmark data collection would be very interesting. The author is not aware of the existence of one.
Retrieval Results of the Neural Filter Based on NGrams with Spaces

Similar simulations as above were done on the neural filter map trained with normal characters as well as spaces. By doing so, the map is also capable of expressing a correlation between word relations in the training and test text.

The number of possible n-grams held by the text increases dramatically as we incorporate spaces (without spaces a word of \( m > n \) holds \( m \cdot n \) different n-grams, with spaces a word of \( m \) characters \( (m > n \) or \( m = n \) holds \( m + n - 1 \) different n-grams. Therefore, the size of the map must be larger compared to the case without spaces to remember the same amount of relevant n-grams. If the map is too small, too many n-grams will be bounced out.

The simulations were compared to the ones without spaces for the number of perfect hits (positive selection) as well as the error retrieval value (negative selection).

Retrieval Comparision Number Perfect Hits 7-Grams With and Without Spaces

In the case with spaces, the number of perfect hits is much smaller than in the case without spaces. At first sight this might look bad, but at second sight, the difference between the more and the less correlated papers is larger than before. Therefore, selection thresholds are easier to set. See the next graph for a plot of the number of hits with respect to the number of hits of the training text. The papers which are exactly on the same subject (and not just a little bit correlated) have a very high relative number of hits. Ones which are only a little related have a much lower retrieval value.
Below, the retrieval results of the negative selection functions of the algorithm with and the algorithm without spaces. Clearly, higher order n-grams only work in positive selection functions. Due to the high filtering effect (only very specific n-gram combinations are known and therefore recognized) and the normalization, almost all retrieval values are equal, even in the case of the 7-grams.
Retrieval Results of the Neural Filter Based on Keywords or Large Preselected N-Grams

The retrieval of n-grams on keywords has one tremendous advantage over the n-gram on characters: it is incredibly fast (40 MBytes Pravda in 5 hours on a PC). Because the system only knows 281 keywords (all the non-trivial words in the learning text), all other words don’t have to be fed into the feature map, they are ignored. If on the other hand, proper word combinations are encountered, their retrieval value can be examined by feeding the word n-gram in the feature map. Due to the small amount of known keyword combinations, the threshold for a perfect match must not be too high.

In the following graph, the retrieval values for the 7-gram characters and the 3-gram words are compared with each other. The 3-word retrieval is measured for three cases: a high, medium and low threshold. The high threshold resulted in one perfect match for the most correlated papers. All others equal zero. The medium threshold was a little better, but the low threshold worked best. One can see clearly that the 3-gram on words peaks less frequently than the 7-gram on characters, but if it peaks, it peaks high. This large difference between more and less related papers makes it easy to set a threshold.

This method filters sometimes too much, but if one really wants only the most correlated objects from a large amount of data, this method can do so in such a selection. Moreover, the same holds here as with the n-gram character filter with spaces: it should be used in combination with other, less strong filters to achieve a high quality filtering mechanism.

Retrieval Comparision Number Perfect Hits 3-Word Neural Filter

![Graph showing retrieval comparison numbers for different threshold levels.]
Complexity Comparisons Neural Filter

The next graph summarizes the results in a quantitative way. Beside the quality of the retrieval, the amount of computational power needed is interesting too. Especially since this research is in between statistical pattern recognition (fast) and symbolic linguistics (slow).

Experimental Results: Derivation of Complexity

Below, the graph holds an abstract representation of the experimentally derived complexity results (in time and space). The horizontal axis holds the logarithmic function of the amount of memory needed. The vertical one holds the logarithmic function of the required processor capacity. The numbers in the shadowed boxes represent the order of the Markov chains and the two colours represent the neural and statistical implementations. The long stretched circles from the statistical methods indicate an approximation of the implementation space for algorithms.

One can either add a large amount of memory or use direct addressing methods. Another method is to implement hashing techniques, ordering and generalization algorithms, etc., which take less memory, but probably more processor time (maybe not as drastically as indicated here, but there is definitely a trade-off which has comparable proportions as indicated in the graph). The form of the statistical areas is mainly due to the flexibility one has when implementing statistical algorithms.

The area of the neural implementation is much smaller, caused by the uniform data representation and the lack of procedural flexibility (i.e., maxing up a procedure to solve a local problem). However, the amount of memory and processor capacity needed increases considerably more slowly than with the statistics. For higher order problems the neural solutions are even faster, although all comparisons are based on simulations and not on parallel hardware (e.g., transputers or even neural chips).

Neural versus Statistical N-grams

![Graph showing comparison between neural and statistical N-grams](image)
Theoretical Results: Mathematical Derivation of Complexity

The graph presented in the previous section suggests an exponential complexity for the statistical n-gram algorithm and a linear complexity for the neuronal one. Here, the experimentally derived results will be proven correct by determining the complexity of both algorithms. In the statistical as well as the neuronal algorithm, the complexity is determined on basis of a serial implementation. The fact that the neuronal algorithm can be parallelized easily is ignored completely.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Number elements (possible occurrences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>Order Markov chain (window size)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Number n-grams in training text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>Number sensors per window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>Number neurons in update region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Learning factor (the number of times the training set is passed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>Number of most frequent n-grams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cm</td>
<td>Memory complexity (space)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cc</td>
<td>Computational complexity (time)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Used Symbols

Both algorithms filter the strings before they are processed. Because the statistical as well as the neuronal algorithm do this step, it is not interesting for a complexity comparison (except if it was the most expensive step in the calculation, which it isn't here). The following steps are important for the difference in complexity between these two types of algorithms. The statistical algorithm has to count the n-grams, order the table on frequency, and normalize the frequencies to probabilities before any query can be made. Thereafter, selections can be made by comparing a filter n-gram vector with the n-gram vectors of the free-text data base: the retrieval phase. The neural algorithm has two phases, a learning phase and a retrieval phase. By comparing the calculations steps and the memory needed, an insight in the quality of both algorithms can be obtained.

Two cases are being separated:

- All n-grams are being calculated, ordered and normalized. In the retrieval phase all n-grams are used.
- Only the p best n-grams are selected from the entire n-gram vector. These elements are being normalized and used in the retrieval phase.

The reason for this separation might be clear. In the first case, many elements equal zero. Therefore, a calculation based on the p best elements of the n-gram vector probably evolves to the same selection outcome. By using only the p best elements, the complexity can be reduced considerably. For both cases, the statistical as well as the neuronal complexity is calculated. First, we determine the complexity of the statistical algorithm in the case all n-grams are used in the calculation.

The complexity of the n-gram counting varies between two values. If one uses N^n memory elements, every n-gram can be updated directly by addressing it as: \( \Sigma \)char\( _n \)*26^n. However, if \( n \) gets large, one definitely runs out of memory and a table holding the n-grams that occurred as well as their frequencies must be used. By ignoring the non-occurring n-grams, memory can
be saved. The worst search algorithm in such a table is a binary one. Sophisticated hashing techniques probably result in a smaller value. Therefore the number of calculations needed in the counting phases shall be somewhere in between $T$ and $T \ln(N^n)$. The Ordering phase is the most intensive one. If all n-grams are being ordered, the number of calculations needed in the Quick Sort algorithm is $N^n \cdot \ln(N^n)$. Finally the normalization phase uses $N^n$ steps. Every table element must be divided by the total number of counted elements. More advanced normalization methods may substitute the frequency of occurrence with a probability for each n-gram in a certain language, stipulating the non-frequent ones. The total number of calculations for the learning phase is the summation of the above mentioned values. In the box below, the result of this concatenation can be found.

The highest order term in this equation holds the complexity of the algorithm. All the other ones are negligible in the long run. In other words, the ordering phase determines the complexity, the others are less important. Therefore, the complexity equals $O(x^n \cdot \ln(x^n))$. The retrieval phase has the same number of calculations increased with a term for the matching process. The complexity is of the same order: $O(x^n \cdot \ln(x^n))$. The amount of memory needed is somewhere between $q$ and $N^n$, where $q$ is the number of n-gram elements unequal zero. For large texts, $C_m$ probably reaches $N^n$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_{count}$</th>
<th>$T &lt; C_c &lt; T \cdot \ln(N^n)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_{order}$</td>
<td>$C_c = N^n \cdot \ln(N^n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{normalize}$</td>
<td>$C_c = N^n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{total learn}$</td>
<td>$C_{count} + C_{order} + C_{normalize} \Rightarrow$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{total learn}$</td>
<td>$T + N^n \cdot \ln(N^n) + N^n &lt; C_c &lt; \ln(N^n) + N^n \cdot \ln(N^n) + N^n \Rightarrow$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_c = O(x^n \cdot \ln(x^n))$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| $C_{process text}$ | $T + N^n \cdot \ln(N^n) + N^n < C_c < \ln(N^n) + N^n \cdot \ln(N^n) + N^n$ |
| $C_{matching}$ | $C_c = N^n$ |
| $C_{total retrieve}$ | $C_{process text} + C_{matching} \Rightarrow$ |
| $C_{total retrieve}$ | $T + N^n \cdot \ln(N^n) + N^n + N^n < C_c < \ln(N^n) + N^n \cdot \ln(N^n) + N^n + N^n \Rightarrow$ |
| $C_c = O(x^n \cdot \ln(x^n)) = O(x^n \cdot x^n)$ |
| $C_{memory}$ | $C_m = N^n \Rightarrow$ |
| $C_c = O(x^n)$ |

Complexity for Statistical Algorithm: All N-Grams Used

If all n-grams must be ordered, a number of neurons between $q$ and $N^n$ must be used, where $q$ is the number of n-gram elements unequal zero. For large texts, this value reaches $N^n$, therefore, $N^n$ neurons are used in the determination of the complexity. In the learning phase, the number of calculations equals the times the learning set is passed, multiplied by the number of trigrams, multiplied by the number of calculations needed to learn one n-gram. This last term is determined by adding the calculations for the determination of the best element on the map and the update of the weights within on region. To compute the best neuron, s-n sensors of $N^n$
neurons must be evaluated. To update the weights, \(s \cdot n\) sensors of \(r\) neurons must be updated.

Following from the equation in the box below, the complexity of the learn process is \(O(x^{n \cdot n})\). In the retrieval phase, the update term \(r\) and the number of times the learning set passed the training procedure are eliminated, resulting in less calculations, but with the same complexity. The number of memory cells needed is larger than in the statistical algorithm. There ought to be a neuron for every possible \(n\)-gram. Every neuron has \(n\) windows of \(s\) sensors, resulting in a complexity of \(O(x^{n \cdot n})\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># neurons</th>
<th>(N^n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(C_{\text{learning}})</td>
<td>(C_C = L \cdot T \cdot N^n \cdot s \cdot n + L \cdot T \cdot r \cdot s \cdot n) =&gt; (C_C = O(x^{n \cdot n}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_{\text{total retrieve}})</td>
<td>(C_C = T \cdot N^n \cdot s \cdot n) =&gt; (C_C = O(x^{n \cdot n}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_{\text{memory}})</td>
<td>(C_m = N^n \cdot s \cdot n) =&gt; (C_m = O(x^{n \cdot n}))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Complexity for Neural Algorithm: All N-Grams Used

Because the bigger part of the \(n\)-grams equals zero, it's quite silly to use all \(n\)-grams. The ordering phase is responsible for the largest part of the calculations. Therefore, this is the place to optimize our algorithms. By extracting the \(p\) best \(n\)-grams, the number of calculations in the ordering phase is reduces to \(N^n \cdot \ln(p)\); the number of elements times a binary search in an ordered best-\(n\)-gram table. The complexity value derived from the equation in the box then equals \(O(x^n)\), a factor \(n\) less. The same holds for the complexity of the retrieval phase. The amount of memory needed depends on the method used in the counting phase. This value varies between \(p\) and \(N^n\).
Complexity for Statistical Algorithm: \( p \) Best N-Grams Used

However, in the neural algorithm, the number of used n-grams is determined by the number of neurons in the map (every neuron can hold up to one n-gram). All less frequent n-grams are absorbed by the more frequent ones. If \( p \) neurons are used, the number of calculations needed in the learning phase reduces dramatically to \( \mathcal{O}(n) \). The same holds for the retrieval phase. The amount of neurons needed is of the order \( n \).

Complexity for Statistical Algorithm: \( p \) Best N-Grams Used

Below, the various complexity values are combined in a table. In the brute force comparison algorithms (the statistical as well as the neuronal), the order of calculations is exponential with respect to the window size. The neural algorithm is a bit better, but uses a little more memory than the statistical one. Therefore, it will be hard to increase the context sensitivity of such systems. On the other hand, if only the \( p \) best n-grams’ algorithms are used, the statistical
algorithm has an $O(x^n)$ complexity, where the neural one has an $O(n)$. This is an exponential versus a linear complexity, both with an up to exponential and a linear memory usage. Here, the neural algorithm definitely outperforms the statistical one for large $n$'s ($\geq 4$). Please be aware that the neural complexity calculations are based on serial simulations and not on parallel ones. If the Kohonen feature maps would be implemented in large neural chips, the results would be even better.\(^{12}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Complete Sort</th>
<th>Select $p$ best n-grams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Retrieval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Mem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>$O(x^n)$</td>
<td>$O(x^n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kohonen Net</td>
<td>$O(x^n)$</td>
<td>$O(x^n)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, one has to realize that these results are strictly theoretical. They only hold in the long run. In the beginning, the statistics outperform the neural algorithm, but as $n$ grows, the neural algorithm surpasses the statistical one. This is mainly due to the sorting phase in the statistical algorithm. One can optimize this, but the complexity remains exponential, were the neural algorithm remains linear.

---

\(^{12}\) Moreover, by using methods as proposed by [Kelly, 1991] and [Koikkalainen et al., 1989] the search for the Best Matching Unit (BMU) can be done with the aid of a binary tree, storing the weight vectors in an ordered fashion. Then, the complexity in speed decreases from $O(n)$ to $O(\ln n)$. The complexity in space increases from $O(n)$ to $O(n \cdot \ln n)$. 
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Simulations and Results Neural Interest Map

A vector representing text distribution features can be derived for every paper in the database. Such a vector then represents a fingerprint of a database object. Fifty papers were scanned on their corresponding vectors were taught to the neural in the following simulations. The Kohonen learning mechanism is just standard. No special features were used. Two aspects are pointed out before the simulations are discussed. First, these simulations differ from the ones as proposed by [Gersho, 1990a-b], [Wermter, 1991] and [Lin et al., 1991] in that the former use very restricted text parts for the derivation of the feature vectors (mostly titles) and that the methods are based on a custom well optimized hand-made keyword selection. Here, the keywords are derived from the text in the objects automatically and the feature vectors are based on keyword distributions in the learning text. Therefore, the vectors have very high dimensions and must be trained for long times. The result is a fully automatic (neural) clustering mechanism.

The Neural Filter simulations could still be implemented on a high-end PC. These Neural Interest Map required a more powerful computational basis. This was due to several reasons. First the simulations needed many more training cycles. These learning cycles on their own took longer because they were based on larger vectors (500 to 2500 dimensional). However, the main reason why the PC was no longer suited for the simulations was that the PC could not calculate with large enough precision to guarantee convergence. One definitely needed the extended precision calculations of the Sun IPC to organize the elements in the map based on very small differences in vector dimensions. Sometimes, even the Sun floating point were not good enough, and the map could not converge. This was especially the case with the n-gram based simulations.

Preprocessing Keywords and N-Grams

Before the vectors can be taught to the neural map, they have to be derived from the free-text database in the first place. This can be done by some preprocessing programs. As an initial step we derive the $m$ most frequent words used in all the text parts. Next, the word distribution of these $m$ words in the $n$ text parts must be calculated. The distribution can be expressed in various forms:

- The occurrence can be measured (0 equals no occurrence, 1 equals the keyword occurs, the number of times it occurs is ignored).
- The word frequency can be normalized with respect to the total number of keywords in all text parts.
- The word frequency can be normalized with respect to the maximum occurrence of this specific keyword in all the text parts.
- The word frequency can be normalized with respect to the total occurrence of this specific keyword in all the text parts.

Once the $n$ vectors of $m$ dimensions have been derived, they are taught to the neural net in a random way. After a certain training time, the neural net holds a representation of the relations between the papers in the database. Related papers shall be stored in neighboring neurons.

When we substitute the keywords by n-grams (with spaces), a language independent clustering method results. First, the $n$ most frequent n-grams are determined. Next, the distribution of these $n$ trigrams in $m$ text parts is examined. The obtained vectors can be normalized in the same different ways as the keywords are (see above). The n-gram vectors are much larger than the keyword vectors. In general, we taught only those n-gram dimensions that were unequal zero. To increase performance, the number of n-grams can be reduces even more. However, this can limit the cluster information. The normalized n-gram distribution vectors (one per text...
part) are taught to the Kohonen feature map in random sequence. After learning, the map holds related papers in neighbouring areas.

As with many computational linguistic problems, the solution of the clustering problem lies in the proper choices of the data representation.

**Results Interest Map Based on Keywords and Large Preselected N-Grams**

In the simulations of the Neural Interest map based on keyword frequencies, a 10 by 10 map with 500 input sensors per neuron was used. The maps were trained somewhere between 5,000 up to 15,000 train cycles. The following maps were found:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>xxxxxxx</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>xxxxxxx</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**10 by 8 Interest Map of 500 Keywords: Normalized With Respect to Total Number of Words**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>46</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>xxxxxxx</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>xxxxxxx</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>xxxxxxx</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**10 by 10 Interest Map of 500 Keywords: Normalized With Respect to Total Occurrence of Word in Specific Dimension**

| 31 | xxxxxxx | xxxxxxx | xxxxxxx | 18 | xxxxxxx | xxxxxxx | 8 | xxxxxxx | 9 |
| 32 | 30 | xxxxxxx | 20 | xxxxxxx | xxxxxxx | 19 | xxxxxxx | 7 | xxxxxxx |
| 34 | xxxxxxx | 23 | xxxxxxx | 22 | 21 | xxxxxxx | 6 | xxxxxxx | 3 |
| xxxxxxx | 25 | xxxxxxx | 24 | xxxxxxx | xxxxxxx | 43 | xxxxxxx | 5 | 4 |
| 33 | xxxxxxx | 26 | xxxxxxx | 44 | 42 | xxxxxxx | 45 | xxxxxxx | 1 |
| xxxxxxx | 49 | xxxxxxx | 46 | xxxxxxx | xxxxxxx | 41 | xxxxxxx | 2 | xxxxxxx |
| 47 | xxxxxxx | 48 | xxxxxxx | 37 | xxxxxxx | xxxxxxx | 40 | xxxxxxx | 0 |
| 47 | 47 | xxxxxxx | 38 | xxxxxxx | 35 | xxxxxxx | 36 | xxxxxxx | 39 |

**10 by 8 Interest Map of 500 Keywords: Normalized With Respect to Maximum Occurrence of Word in Specific Dimension**

Although the above three maps hold some interesting relations, the overall conclusion is that they are quite wrong. The papers zero, one and forty nine are all on *nuclear weapons*
**restriction talks.** Zero and 1 are in neighbouring regions, but 49 never is. The papers 25, 32, 34 are all on economical issues, etc. The vectors used were too much related due to the small values caused by the normalizations used. The coding that did work well was the one where each dimension represented one word. If a word occurred in the text part, the dimension equals one, otherwise it equals zero. By eliminating the frequency of occurrence, the vectors became more distinguishable and therefore better learnable. The picture on the next page shows the map obtained after 15,000 training cycles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>20</th>
<th>xxxxxxx</th>
<th>22</th>
<th>xxxxxxx</th>
<th>21</th>
<th>xxxxxxx</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>xxxxxxx</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>48</th>
<th>xxxxxxx</th>
<th>47</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10 by 10 Interest Map of 500 Keywords: 01 Vectors: 0: Word does not occur, 1 Word Occurs

Translated to what the areas mean (by using the table with short document descriptions), the neurons are related to the following objects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smoking</th>
<th>Afganist</th>
<th>Museum</th>
<th>Literat.</th>
<th>War</th>
<th>N Weap</th>
<th>N Weap</th>
<th>N Weap</th>
<th>Africa</th>
<th>Genetic</th>
<th>Genetic</th>
<th>SDI</th>
<th>SDI</th>
<th>Justice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>Baking</td>
<td>Poem</td>
<td>New Year</td>
<td>Peace</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Rabbits Story</td>
<td>Labour</td>
<td>New Year</td>
<td>Constr.</td>
<td>N Weap</td>
<td>Indust</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Old Past</td>
<td>Com. Pty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National</td>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>Gasoline</td>
<td>Transp.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>World</td>
<td>Working</td>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>Soc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Working</td>
<td>Sports</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>New Year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There are two clusters related to war. One on the bottom left which holds documents on conventional warfare. The upper left cluster is based on the more scientific SDI warfare. Why these two clusters are so far separated is not clear. On the right side, a large cluster with economical documents can be found. Within this group, smaller neighbourhoods hold transportation cluster, socialism clusters and quality (a hot item in the USSR) clusters. The more manual labor based economical documents are on the left side. Surrounded by a cluster for Art and one for Nature (e.g., Africa). This can be translated to the following global area topics:

Although some groups are still separated for reasons which are not clear yet, the overall impression is that this map holds the semantical relations between the documents.
**Results Interest Map Based on Trigrams**

The words in the simulations just mentioned were derived automatically, so the step to n-grams isn't that large. By incorporating spaces, relations between words can be characterized by n-grams. Because the system cannot learn to much n-grams, the m most frequent n-grams can be taught only. This set of n-gram vectors must be derived first, resulting in an exponentially complex problem with respect to the size of n. Therefore, only simulations for n is 3 are carried out. Because the differences between the vectors were very small and the vectors very large, one cannot use the real frequencies of trigram occurrences in the training set. Therefore, the real frequencies were substituted by 0 and 1's, as in the simulations above. The map formed organized itself after long training times. The results are comparable to the keyword based organizations, although it takes much longer to derive them.

**Retrieval Neural Interest Map**

The retrieval is always based on the calculation of a keyword or n-gram vector with classical methods. The keyword mathc is quite fast, because one only needs to calculated the frequency of known words. Normally, the dictionary is of restricted size. By incorporating advanced hashing techniques, the elements can be updates quickly.

More difficult is the derivation of a n-gram vector per document. Although one also has a restricted feature space, it is much larger than the keyword space. Moreover, search times are longer for n-grams than for keywords (see Neural Filter results for a motivation).

Once the vector has been determined, it can be fed forward in the feature map to derive the Best matching Unit (BMU). This BMU represents the document most correlated with the vector. The neurons within a certain euclidean distance hold related documents. However, one needs the BMU as well as the cluster boundaries to make a responsible desicion on the measure of correlation between documents. An example is given in the picture below.
If the vector $\mathbf{x}$ correlates best to the BMU with weight $\mathbf{w}$ at neuron $(i,j)$, then all neurons in positions $(i\pm\delta, j\pm\delta)$ are supposed to be related (dark circle). If we have a map as indicated above, all documents within a certain euclidean distance are related. The neuron $(i,j)$ is then related to all interests in the same way. However, even if we take $\delta$ small, this is not always truth. What if the neuron at the feature map looks like the one derived in the Interest Map. If the BMU seems to be the neuron at position $(i,j)$ (see picture below).

The BMU is positioned exactly at the border of multiple interests. The reason why these interests are neighbouring is not because they are related, but because they are forced to interconnect due to the dimension reduction properties of the feature maps. If we use the euclidean distance as a selection criterion, the documents selected are not the proper ones. Some interests which are neighbouring have nothing to do with each others.

So, the only way to make a reasonable decision is by incorporating the BMU as well as the cluster boundaries. This is a big disadvantage, because then one has to determine the cluster boundaries manually. These decisions take much work, are very personal and therefore subjective and sensitive to errors.\textsuperscript{13}

More on this problem can be found in the next sections.

\textsuperscript{13} Currently, the possible automatic determination of cluster boundaries is under investigation. By measuring the distance between the weights of two neighboring neurons (the Euclidean as well as the Cosine), a feature map landscape can be calculated which holds high values for non-related neighboring neurons, also called fractions in the homogeneity of the distribution. These hills might then be incorporated as cluster boundaries in the selection process to avoid selection of non-related objects.
Discussion

This section discusses several items in the field of neural information retrieval. To get a better overview, the subjects are organized under different headings.

Neural Nets for Information Retrieval & Information Retrieval for Neural Nets

Information retrieval, being a clear pattern recognition problem, has mainly been benefiting from statistical pattern recognition technologies. The enormous amounts of data to be processed actually didn't allow any other methods within practical limitations. As time passed by, many researchers tried to increase the level of analysis without blowing up the computational needs. Due to this constraint, the information retrieval tool box could never use any linguistic theory. Therefore, the used algorithms are restricted to local surface analyses.

Recent research in connectionist natural language processing showed interesting self-organizing models that can learn finite state grammars and simple semantical relations from unformatted data. Moreover, these neural devices showed remarkable competance in clustering and classification tasks of incomplete data sets. All these properties are well known functional demands for information retrieval systems. This combined with the implicit parallelism makes one wonder why the research toward neural nets in information retrieval still is restricted to such a small school, although the number of papers appearing in literature is increasing [Belew, 1986], [Personnaz et al, 1986], [Doszkocs et al., 1990], [Gershon, 1990a-b], [Kwok, 1990], [Kwok, 1991], [Rose, 1990], [Allen, 1991], [Scholtes, 1991a-g & 1992a-c], [Wermter, 1991], [Lelu, 1989, 1991], [Hingston et al., 1990], [Wettler, 1989,1990], [Mozer, 1991], [Rapp, 1991], [Bochereau Laurent et al., 1991], [Brachman et al., 1988], [Eichman et al., 1991, 1992], [Jung et al., 1991], [Van Opdorp et al., 1991].

Beside the positive contribution from neural nets to information retrieval, there is also a return. Information retrieval has a long and well known history in statistical pattern recognition. Many problems have indeed been solved by using such methods. Comparisons of such results with new results in neural information retrieval give us an entry to gain a much better insight in the exact relation between neural nets and other classical pattern recognition solutions. Because, if neural nets are such good pattern classifiers, where does one position it with respect to the known pattern recognition theories.

Even more interesting is the contribution of information retrieval to NLP. Because information retrieval problems are often much simpler, they clarify neural bottle-necks much easier than NLP problems, thus contributing to the development of better neural models for NLP.

Information Retrieval With N-Grams

A major drawbacks of a keyword-matching system is the need for a dictionary, and the lack of context. Markov chains over words solve the latter, but need enormous amount of memory (at least in statistics). N-grams seems to provide an acceptable solution for a reasonable price. They are not sensitive to noise (see examples), they can be used without predefined linguistic knowledge, and they can be derived automatically.

By varying \( n \) between 3 and 7 a proper contextual analysis is derived without the usage of dictionaries. If one incorporates spaces in such a higher order model, n-grams with starting and trailing spaces hold information on words transitions, thus implementing syntactical and (low level) semantical relations [Brown et al., 1990], [Jelinek, 1989 & 1991a-c].

Here, the n-grams are used in the filtering as well as the clustering algorithm. Especially in the filtering solution do they do very well. The ability to represent 7-grams without any computational pain definitely improves recognition rates. The n-gram over n-gram simulations showed even better results. On the other hand, the application of n-grams in the clustering
algorithm wasn't that easy. It needed more computational power than expected. However, by using various optimization techniques, the results were easier derived than if the simulations had to be hand-coded.

Statistical versus Neural Information Retrieval

Normally, statistics is faster than neural nets. Here, some opposing results are found in the case of the neural filter. Where the statistics are either exponential in time or space, the neural algorithm scales linear. If one wants to use higher order n-gram analyses to avoid dictionaries, suffix preprocessing, and other language dependencies, linear scalability is an essential property. The most obvious statistical algorithm does not fulfill this demand.

Recent claims that all neural net solutions can be implemented with regular statistics at higher speed and with more flexibility, seem true at first sight. But, there are cases in which the statistical solution loses the competition is lacking, as shown by the complexity comparisons in the neural filter experiments.

The flexibility one has in statistical models (local optimization) lacks in neuronal modelling. However, once an efficient neural algorithm has been developed, it can be scaled smoothly to much larger dimensions of the problem. Moreover, neuronal models have many implicit properties, such as inherently built-in generalization and association, which one must define explicitly (the draw back of flexibility) in statistical ones. So even if one constructs an algorithm that is as efficient as the neural one, then one still has to hand code many functions that neural nets already provide.

Please note again that the complexity calculations are based on serial simulations only. However, the fact that the neural algorithm can be parallelized efficiently, should not be forgotten. All Neural Filter simulations are implemented on a 386 PC with 600 Kbytes (available) RAM.

The Filter and Interest Map as Hashing Functions and Semantic-Cognitive Maps

In this paper, algorithms from two different perspectives have been presented. The neural filter algorithms learn a (static) query and match it against a dynamic text. This algorithm outperforms the statistical one in speed and quality.

Which selection rule suites best in a certain application depends much on the person using it. The n-gram on character filters is capable of filtering large amount of data, but cannot specifically indicate which ones are the best. The n-grams on words and the models that incorporate spaces can discover high correlations within times equal (or even faster) to the low level n-gram filters, but eliminate all non so closely related papers. Most of the time, combinations of such selection functions work best: negative to filter the noise and positive to indicate possible candidates.

If one studies the behaviour of the Neural Filter, the question arises what the exact relation with another well-known addressing technology is: hashing. On the one hand, the relation is very clear: neural nets are large (calculating) associative memories, able to store elements efficiently. On the other hand, the reason why certain elements are stored and others are eliminated is not clear yet [Boyer et al., 1977], [Bozinovic et al., 1982], [Harrison, 1971], [Knuth et al., 1977], [Larson, 1988], [McIlrroy, 1982].

The Interest Map stores various n-gram and vectors from more static text and matches this neural map against (dynamic) queries. Here, the use of neural nets does not have the same amount of success as the neural filter, although the latter is a very well generalizer. Future research should determine whether statistics can be outperformed here as well.
The relation between the Neural Interest map and well known semantical and cognitive maps obvious in a certain way. However, the Kohonen feature map is just a small step in the direction of the functional requirements as ment in literature. One should not overestimate the power of feature maps. Especially the problems related to the cluster boundaries (due to the dimension reduction) are quite hard to solve.

**Higher Order Linguistics & Knowledge Representation**

A main problem of information retrieval has been the dilemma that higher level analyses were not available at reasonable prices. Recent research in connectionist neural nets showed how to learn complicated finite state grammars with recurrent neural nets. By learning word sequences, neural nets were able to learn regular grammars. Although these grammars are the simplest possible, they can definitely increase recognition performance. However, the infinite Markov models learn very slow and are quite unstable. But, it seems that most information retrieval systems are aided sufficiently with a restricted Markov model (such as trigrams over words). The fact that neural nets can learn these relations in linear time, opens a scala of new possibilities for neural nets in information retrieval.

So much for the treatment of structural analysis in IR. Another important problem is to incorporate meaning in IR. Yet, there is no real meaning involved in the algorithms proposed. There are the contextual relations incorporated in the n-gram representation. By generalizing over these contextual structures, simple semantic relations can be derived. However, real meaning and the interpretation of conceptual structures is something more complicated, and seems not to be taken lightly or solved solely by means of n-grams.

Synonyms can be added to a neural filtering model by comparing the input text with some synonym networks, resulting in a synonym group. Then, this group can be compared to the query. The other way around is also possible for the Interest Map. The derivation of the synonym groups can be done completely unsupervised from flat strings with e.g., the algorithm proposed in [Scholtes, 1991a-c], where substitutional (semantical) identical words are clustered in neighbouring regions of a recurrent Kohonen map. Of course, there are also various other mechanisms available to solve this problem. This also indicates an answer to the problem of meaning. What kind of meaning do we want: complex logic, or simple generalizations? The addition of microfeatures can probably solve the largest part of the problem. But they introduce many new problems. Therefore, these low level semantics seem to be a better alternative for the time being.

Other research focuses on knowledge representation structures for information retrieval. The early connectionist models were mainly used for such applications. Only recently have neural nets been used for clustering tasks. A possible use of such clustering neural nets for knowledge representation is in the use of hierarchical feature maps, where relations between objects and classes of objects is cached in the hierarchical structures. Another solution can be found in [Allen, 1991], who uses a simple recurrent network (SRN) to teach semantical issues to a back-propagating net.
Problems of Feature Maps

There are some serious problems with the feature maps as used in these simulations. First there is the neural filter. We do use this property of the feature map during the learning phase, but it results in strange and sometimes unwanted effects. Frequent n-grams disappear and non-existing ones appear. However, if we eliminate the neighbourhood effects and thus implement a form of Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [Oja et al., 1988, 1991], the non-frequent n-gram are no longer thrown out of the feature map 14. If we reduce the neighbourhood effects, the model converges much slower and ends up representing the n-gram distribution less well15. So even if we don't explicitly use them (or don't exactly understand them), the neighbourhood effects seem to have a significant role.

Next, how do we interpret a topological map of n-grams or keywords. We do not use this property of Kohonen feature maps in the retrieval phase because we do not know how! This problem is closely related to some assumptions we made about the underlying probability distribution. The Kohonen Feature Map requires a predefined network structure (e.g., fixed dimension, fixed rectangular or hexagonal connection structure and fixed square, triangular, circular but continuous homogeneous topology). If we consider the map used in these simulations we do in fact presume that language is two-dimensional, rectangular and homogeneously distributed, which is of course not true.

This problem is even more clear in the case of the interest map. After the training phase, related objects must be in related neighbourhoods. However, what if a paper is on the border of multiple clusters. If this neuron is selected as the Best Matching Unit (BMU) on the Kohonen feature map, then the Euclidean distance does not represent a proper measure of correlation. One has to incorporate the cluster boundary knowledge in the classification decision. Such cluster boundaries must be derived by the model itself and not by an external supervisor.

Future research concentrates on the development of learning algorithms which automatically construct feature maps that do fit the underlying probability distribution. These algorithms should develop a feature map in an n-dimensional space with various interconnecting schemes and form different maps representing clusters of interest [Frizke, 1991a-b] [Martinetz et al., 1991]. These maps can then be combined in a hierarchical network which models the interest of an individual automatically from free text.

Adaptation

In this paper, the Kohonen map used is forced to converge by a decreasing region size and is therefore not adaptive to a slowly changing environment. By changing the learning rule, better learning functions can be developed, resulting in an adaptive neural model of someone's interest that changes slowly in time.

14 According to Professor E. Oja, the underlying distribution function of the n-grams is much too clustered to use PCA’s or comparable methods. Such mechanisms only work properly for very homogeneous data sets of noisy natural data.
15 According to Professor T. Kohonen, it is really difficult to understand what is happening on the feature map. However, if the neighbourhood function has been eliminated in other applications, learning slowed down and the cluster boundaries on the feature maps were much more discontinuous. So, even if you don’t understand the topological map, you can still use the neighbourhood effects to end up with a smooth representation of the probability function of the learning set.
Kohonen Feature Maps, Back Propagation and Other Neural Paradigms

Is the Kohonen feature map the best neural model for the simulations carried out? There are many other neural models. The early neural information retrieval used localist knowledge representations (one neuron for one concept). Recent efforts showed the application of feed-forward and recurrent back-propagating nets. Kohonen feature maps are just recently invoked in IR applications. Hopfield nets and other associative memories have also been used, but only rarely.

In general, clustering and generalization problems are best solved with self-organizing nets, such as the Kohonen feature map, the Simple Recurrent Network (SRN), and ART. Mapping problems or function approximations can best be done by a feed-forward back-propagating neural net. Temporal processing can best be done by an SRN or any other recurrent model. Associative memory problems might be solved be either neural net: BP, Kohonen, ART, etc. Of course, these applications can also be solved with other net types, but the nets mentioned are the most natural choices.

Information Retrieval is a clustering problem. Based on a selection of specific features (e.g., n-grams or keywords), a representation of an object is derived by feature extraction. The objects are categorized in clusters by the retrieval function. Main issue is the determination of such features, so the difference between clusters is as big as possible (or, as little as overlap as possible, since overlap causes the classification error). Because the Kohonen feature maps are the computationally most effective self-organizing nets, they are in fact the best neural net for such problems.

However, it is also possible to use an SRN to teach a representation in the neural filter. A disadvantage of the application of an SRN in the neural filter is the fact that the model implements a infinite order Markov chain by using recurrent fibres. This is just much too sophisticated. If we use a regular BP net with a window, the net does not form a representation as good as the Kohonen feature map. The representation is much more discontinuous.

Moreover, it is hard to structure the input set. In the case of the neural interest map, either the SRN or the Kohonen feature map does well. Both run out of addressing space and both have shown to be pretty good in such clustering problems. An advantage of the Kohonen feature map might be a faster and more stable convergence. Recent simulations of SRN's in IR showed very long training times. However, the cluster boundary determination problem is much harder in Kohonen feature maps than in the SRN. Future Kohonen net types might solve this problem.

If one wants to learn a specific mapping or function approximation, then back-propagation seems to be the best choice. However, one has to realize that most IR problems are clustering problems and not mapping problems, making BP a second choice.
Future Research

Future research concentrates on different items. First there is the implementation of higher order linguistic structures based on the Data Oriented Parsing (DOP) paradigm. Next, the incorporation of knowledge representation structures implemented by hierarchical feature maps shall be evaluated. Finally, network types that adapt themselves to the underlying probability function are evaluated on their usefulness in information retrieval.

Data Oriented Parsing

In the DOP paradigm, words as well as their syntactical and semantical categorizations are stored in an efficiently implemented data base. Parsing consists of matching (partial) sentences to known sentence structures in the data base. The exact matching algorithm and efficient implementation are main topics in this research. For the moment, high order Markov chains represent the temporal aspects of the sentences and complicated mathematics implement the matching functions. The research carried out here shows that certain neural nets are very well suited to implement such information efficiently. Therefore, a model incorporating sentences and their syntactic categories in information retrieval is begin developed and evaluated at the very moment [Scha, 1990].

Hierarchical Feature Maps

Many researchers have used the concept of hierarchical feature maps to represent relations between concepts [Miikulainen, 1990a,b]. However, the main problem is the connections between the feature maps; how does one define them and how are they incorporated in the learning process [Kangas, 1990], [Samarabunda et al., 1990], [Stotzka et al., 1990], [Tacker et al., 1990], [Ichiki et al., 1991], [Kohonen, 1991].

On the other hand, if the maps are derived (manually or automatically) they provide a great tool for the integration of knowledge structures in information retrieval. These feature maps might be on their own, they can be combined with the automatic derivation of synonym groups, as carried out in [Scholtes, 1991a-c], or they can be incorporated in the DOP simulations.

More on the classic ideas in hierarchical document organization can be found in [Jardine et al., 1971], [Willet, 1979, 1984, 1988]

Growing Net Structures

The most promising and most important future research in neural information retrieval is the evaluation of growing net structures. By automatically deriving the best (clustered) structure for a specific probability distribution, the effects of the neighbourhoods in the neural filter as well as the problems with the cluster boundaries in the neural interest map may be solved in an elegant way [Fritzke, 1991a-c], [Martinetz et al., 1991].

Genetic Algorithms in Information Retrieval

To avoid the very undeterministic character in Neural Net applications (the model either works or not, local optimizations are hard or impossible), an increased interest in genetic IR can be spotted. Here, only some pointers are mentioned. Detailed discussion is outside the scope of this paper [Bennett et al., 1991], [DeJong et al., 1989], [Sharma, 1989], [Siegelman et al., 1991]
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